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Abstract
The birth of a child with an irnpainnent has a profouncl effect on the family, especially on
the quality of the sibling interaction. Siblings rnust adjust to the challenges presented by a

sibling with a disability, rvhich can be gruelling for a young child, as he or she is faced
with added responsibilities accompanied by

a

potential whirlwind of reactive feelings and

emotions in the farnily. While there is ample research on the challenges of regular sibling
interactions, and some studies documenting the effects on siblings of having a brother or

sister with impairment in the farnily (including a range of disabilities) there remains a
scarcity of studies in which the effects on children of having a sibling with autism were
examined and ways to effèctively address them considered. What follows is a review

of

the relevant literature, and a look at the effects, concerns, opportunities, and needs of
these children.

A support group based on the principles of Sibshops was conducted, with

a convenience sample, the purpose of which was to evaluate the effectiveness of this
rnodel at addressing the specific challenges that siblings of children with autism may
encounter. The supporl group, using galnes, activities, recreational and social times, and

discussions, provided opportunities

to

share experiences,

to

develop strategies for

resolving sibling conflicts, and to foster the f-onnation of reciprocal peer relationships in
an eff-ort to improve social developrnent between the child participants and their affected

siblings. Before and after participation in the supporl group, child participants and their
parents cornpleted questionnaires about their expectations f'or the program, what they
learned from the program, and what program components they preferred. Results of this
study identified the benefits the participants receivecl and suggest that the Sibshop model
can be successfully adapted to neet the needs of siblings of children with autism.
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introduction: Staternent of the Problern

No other relationship has the resilience and endurance as that between siblings.
No one else will know

as much about you, what

kind of life you had or what type of child

you were, as your siblings. To be a sibling, especially of a brother or sister with

an

impairment or disabilíty, can become a special responsibility. While there is a wealth of
research on the nature

of sibling relationships, including siblings of children with

and

without irnpairments, there remains a lack of understanding about siblings of children
with autism, in particular, and how they are affected by their brother or sisters disorder.
Due to the cornplexity of autism ancl deafih of support for school-age siblings of children

with autisrn, an intervention that acldresses the needs of the siblings of chilclren with this
disorder is waranted.

What follows is a review of the literature on sibling relationships, followed by an
evaluation of a sibling support group whose purpose is to address sorne of the critical
issues fàced

by siblings of children with autism, including important concems and

opportunities for siblings, the infonnation needs of these siblings, and practical ways

of

minimizing the effects on siblings using a structured group setting called Sibshops
(Meyer & Vadasy, 1994). The purpose of the sibling supporl group reported here was to
evaluate the effèctiveness of the Sibshop model, when adapted to the features of autism,

in addressing the needs of siblings of children with autism spectrunr disorders. As

the

details of this study unfold in relation to the features that accompany autisrn, the potential

benefits this support group can have for this unique population
evaluated.

of siblings will

be
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it is impoftant to recognize that

Before delving futher into this challenge,

families of normal children have considerable problerns to contend with, and unless this
is taken into account there is a danger of exaggerating the irnpaired child's influence on
family functioning. Autism is a cornplex disorder with

a

wide spectrum of manifestations,

and can present a family with unpredictable and unconventional challenges. While many

of the issues faced by siblings of children rvith autism will be similar to those faced by
siblings of 'nonnal' children, these issues

will often be exacerbated by the multitude of

additional challenges that a sibling with autisrn brings to the table. While some of these
challenges

will be specific to the individual and farnily, there will be many comlnon

themes, peculiar to autism, that are shared by these siblings. The support group delineated

here serves illurninate the many additional issues faced by siblings

of children with

autism, thereby contributing to a rnore informed account of their experience just as has
been done with siblings

of 'nomal' children or children with other impairments.
Literature Review

Peer Relationships

The notion of peer experiences and support embodies tlie frarnework
suppoñ group model. After
relationship

all, the sibling

relationship represents the

in life. Hartup (1996) has conducted

developmental significance

of

of

first

the

peer

extensive research concerning the

peer relationships and experience. Harlup (1996) has

found that close peer relationships are crucial to social developrnent during childhood and
adolescence and that social interaction varies across relationships according to the extent

of reciprocity and ernotion involved. Harlup (1999) has gone fufiher to support the
existing documentation showing that peer interaction is structured differently fiom adult-
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child interaction, especially in what children spend time doing; what is expected in terms

of afïection, intimacy, personal support, and conflict; and the cornpliance strategies

usecl

with one's friends.
Friends, generically, help foster self-esteem and a sense of well-being, socialize
one another, and supporl one another in coping with developmental transitions and life

stress (Hartup

&

Stevens, 1999). The developmental signifìcance

depends on the characteristics

of having friends

of the friends, especially whether the f¡iends are antisocial

or socially withdrawn. Outcomes also depend on whether friendships are supportive and
intirnate or fleeting and unstable (Hartup & Stevens, 1999). Among children, adolescents,
and adults, fi-iendships have obvious developmental benefits (of course, at times, they can

also be mixed blessings); the sibling support group addressed in this paper ventures to
capitalize on these benefits. While facilitators may initially "kick-start" the activities and

discussions, their role within the Sibshop rnodel

is primarily to

accommodate and

facilitate the f'onnation of friendships and trust between the children involved, thereby
tuming peer suppoft into a therapeutic agent.
Sibling Relationships
"Siblings are salient social paftners in early life, sharing homes, families, parents,
and life experiences" (Ross, Woody

&

Smith, 2000, p.aal). There are several factors

which are unique and significant about the sibling relationship: it provides the first peer
relationship that we have experienced in our lives; it represents the longest relationship in

our lives typically outlasting parent-child and many out last marital relationships; it
involves a vast amount

of shared tirne,

space, and resources;

it

presents tremendous
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opportunity fbr modelling and imitative leaming; and it presents many contexts in which
to explore and develop intimacy, reciprocity, and conflict resolution skills.
Other irnportant considerations when viewing the sibling relationship include the

fact that the nature of this relationship changes over time as both siblings age

and

develop. Siblings are also sensitive to differences between thernselves, for example, in
the ways that they are treated by parents (Brody, Stoneman, & Burke, 1987; McHale &.

Gamble, 1987; Stocker, Dunn,

& Plomin, 1989) and with

respect to how each sibling

rnay differ in terms of personality and social behaviour and adjustment (Brody et al.,
1992; Stocker, 1994). How children think and feel about their own sibling relationships

will detennine how they appraise themselves and their siblings. Moreover, the existence
of rivalry as a potent fàctor in sibling relationships (Stocker & McHale, 1992) and

the

irnpoftance of differential treatrnent (Funnan et al.. 1989) suggest that children compare
themselves with their siblings. Funnan et al, (1989) suggested that children use the
behaviour of others within their own fàmilies as indicators for assessing their own actions

within the sibling relationship. Thus, children rnay judge their own qualities as siblings
by comparing them to the good and bad qualities of their own brothers and sisters. These
findings would lead us to expect a positive or negative correlation between children's
judgernents of themselves and others. If, however, chilclren regard their relationships as

reciprocal, they

will likely

assirnilate their judgements of self and other, and we would

expect strong positive associations between the two. The more siblings diffèr, the more

variable the qualities
relationshios will be.

of young children's judgernents and appraisals of their

sibling
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Given that most brothers and sisters harbour a wide range of feelings toward their

siblings,

it is safe to assume that siblings of people with

special needs also experience

ambivalent feelings about their brothers and sisters. After all, a relationship in which one

sibling has a disability or illness is still a sibling relationship. Adding a special need of
the sibling to the equatiotr

will likely

enhance the inherent ambivalence. However similar

they may be, there can be sonre imporlant difÏerences when one of the siblings has been
diagnosed with a special health or developrnental need.

Siblings of'Children with Special Needs

The birth of a child with a disability or chronic illness, or the discovery that

a

child has an irnpairment, has a profound effect on the farnily. The farnily system model

(Turnbull et al., 1984), ecological model (Bronfenbrenner? 1979), and transactional
model (Sarneroff & Chandler,

197

5) each suggests that as one farnily member is affected

by disability or disease, each family rnernber, in tum, must individually adjust to the
irnpact of disability or disease (Larnorey, 1999). Although the points of view of parents

of children with disabilities have been

investigated

in

some depth (Lamorey, 1999;

Boland, 2000), less attention has been given in the resear-ch literature to the possible
consequences to children of having a handicapped brother or sister as well as issues

of

sibling accommodation in meeting the family needs created by the impact of disability
and disease. Children must suddenly adjust to a brother or sister who, owing to their

condition, rnay require an excessive amount
psychological and social support. Yet,

disabled chil<l adjusts

to the

of faniily time, attention, money,

it is a vital

concern for any family that the non-

clisablecl siblings differences

because the non-disabled child's reactions

and

in

needs and behaviours

to their "different" siblins can afÏect

the
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overall social and emotional adjustment and development of both children. These
psychological and personal needs experienced by siblings are a huge responsibility which
many children are ill-equipped to deal with.
Investigators who have studied non-handicapped chilclren in families with a child

with a disability have noted the important role of the sibling relationship for

the

development and well-being of both disabled and non-clisabled brothers and sisters (e.g.,

Breslau, Weltrnan

&

Messenger, 1981;Gath, 19741, Powell

& Ogle, 1985).

Research in

this area has shown that factors such as family size, socioeconomic status, the severity
and type of irnpairment displayed by the child, and the birth order, âge, and gender

of

handicapped and non-handicapped children are related to long-ten¡ effècts of a sibling's

impainnent on non-handicapped children in the farnily (McHale et al., 1986; Sirneonsson

& McHale, 1981).

However, the effects of a sibling relationship cannot be adequately

explained solely on the basis of demographics of the farnily and the characteristics of the

disability. Rather, consideration of both the direct and indirect effècts on the sibling
relationship over time is needed to foster a greater understanding of the irnpact of sibling
relationship on their respective development (Lobato et. al, 1988).
Some

of the difficulties reported in siblings of children with disabilities

are

feelings of guilt and fear that they might, in some way, be responsible for theirbrother's

or sister's condition. The nonnal child has a tendencv to harbour secret fears that he or
she, too, niight be affected

in some way (Howìin, 1988). Moreover, children feel that

they have not received the same amount of attention from their parents as has the child

with impainnent (Wolf, 1998). For instance, some siblings express feelings of unfair
treatment, inclicating that their sibling is able to 'get away

with' much rnore then they
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could ever do. Diffìculties have also been noted with being expected to do more
household tasks and having

to

care physically

for their sibìing (Howlin,

1988).

Furthermore, psychological stress is reported frequently in the nonnal child. Siblings rnay

feel the need to over-achieve or 'rnake up for' the shortcomings of the irnpaired child.
They may feel under pressure to provide extra emotional support to their sibling or to
provide for the physical needs of their sibling as parents grow older (Howlin, 1988).

Although there have been a number
impaired child

of

of having

an

in the family, the conclusions of these investigations are limited

by

studies on the effècts

rnethodological flaws and should be interpreted with caution. Many

of the reported

fìndings are based on either retrospective, anecdotal or solely on parent repofts rather
than on observations or interviews of the children themselves. While illuminating, these
types of studies provide little information on the experience of living with a handicapped

sibling from the point of view of the children themselves. Several of these studies have

failed to use any comparison or control groups in their assessments (Flowlin, 1988;
McHale et al., 1986). Families of nonnal children have considerable problems to contend

with, and unless this is taken into account there is a danger of exaggerating the impaired
child's influence on siblings and farnily functioning.
There have been numerous studies addressing the needs siblings of children with

diffèrent clisabilities, as shown above, however, there has been much less attention given

to studies or interventions that address the needs of the siblings of children with autism.
Before summarizing somo of the existing studies on siblings of children with autisrn,

a

brief description of autism and its prirnary features will help paint a picture of this
complex disorder and the various challenges siblings of these children may encounter.
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A Brie.f Portrait of Autisnt

Autism is a developrnental disability charactenzed by impainnents in recognitjon

and comprehension, motor coordination, sensory processes, sense of self and other,
visualization, sequencing, synthesis, analysis, and retdeval. The diagnostic criteria for
autism is prirnarily based on impairments in social interaction, social communication, and

play (APA, 1994; Frith, 1991; Wing, 1996), as well as restrictive and/or repetitive
interests and/or behaviours. For example, an individual with autism may have difficulty

reading social cues (i.e., facial expressions; tone
conversation (due

to

indiffèrence

to or

absence

of voice),

of

engaging

in

reciprocal

social etiquette), and playing

interactively with peers (due to contentment of being alone).

Autism (also called autistic disorder), together with Rett's disorder (Rett
syndrome), childhood disintegrative disorder (Heller syndrome), Asperger's disorder

(Asperger syndrorne) and pervasive developmental disorder-not otherwise specifiecl

(PDD-NOS; atypical autisrn), comprise

a group of

disorders collectively tenned

peruasive developrnental disorders (APA, 1994). The pervasive developmental disorders
range

in severity, are usually diagnosed in infancy, cliildhood, or adolescence, and are

lifelong conditions with social consequences. The tenn autism spectrum disorder (ASD)
has different meanings clepending on the context in which

it is used. It

can be used to

indicate autistic disorder, PDD-NOS, and Asperger's disorder; or to mean just autistic

disorder and PDD-NOS. However, the tenn ASD

is most commonly viewed as

synonymous with PDD, used to denote all five clisorders within the category of pervasive
developrnental disorders (as used in this thesis).
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This confusing nomenclature underscores the fact that autisrr is not a clear-cut
disorder with a guarantee of definable lines and text-book case qualities. In fact, each

of

the disorders included on this spectrum of characteristics has a considerable degree of
overlap. This study included siblings of children with the various "categories" or shades

of the autisrn spectrum disorders. The terms autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and autism
are used interchangeably throughout this thesis.

A relatively new hypothesis in the field of autism
Mind'. This idea

has received much attention

Cohen, Leslie, & Frith, 1985; Frith, Happe

has been labeled 'Theory

by several prominent

of

researchers (Baron-

& Siddons,1994; Happe, 1993; Leslie,1987)

and has been deemed by some as a prirnary defìcit in autism. Theory of mind refers to the

notion that many individuals with autism do not understand that other people have their
own plans, thoughts, and points of view. Furthennore, this theory suggests that theyhave

diffrculty understanding other people's beliefs, attitudes, and emotions (Baron-Cohen et
al., 1985; Frjth et a1.,1994). Baron-Cohen (1995) defines theory of rnind as the ability "to
attribute mental state to oneself and to others and to intenrret behavior in tenns of mental
states... mental states are unobsewable entities that we use quite successfully

to explain

and predict behavior" (p. 55).Frith (1989) proposes that people with autism lack this
theory of mind: "The possibility that autistic children lack a theory of mind has been
suggested already on the basis of their peculiar inability to relate to people in the ordinary

way. One implication of this hypothesis

is that autistic individuals

are natural

behaviorists and do not feel the normal compulsion to weave together mind behavior for
the sake of coherence" (p. 158). This lack of insight would pose far-reaching irnplications
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for social interaction (Frith, i991), the most significant being strongly limited social
relationships.

Temple Grandin provides an elucidating look at the expedence of living with
autism. She has a Ph.D. in agricultural science and works as a teacher and researcher at

Colorado State University. She has written autobiographical books (Grandin, 1986,
1995) as well as articles on her research. The neurologist and author, Oliver Sacks,

visited and wrote about Temple's abilities. During one of his inter-views with her,
Ternple notes, "When
expressions

I

was younger,

I

was hardly able to interpret even the simplest

of emotion; I learned to 'decode' them later, without necessarily feeling

thetn"(Sacks, 1995, p.269). At high school, Temple recalls,

"l

couldn't figure out what I

was doing wrong. I had an odd lack of awareness that I was different. I thought the other

kids were difTerent. I could never figure out why I did not fìt in"(Sacks, 1995, p.269).
Sacks goes on to note that Ternple later becarne aware

of social signals, and could infer

them, but still could not perceive them, understand their nreaning, or parlicipate in this

type of communication directly. While more socially aware than most autistic
individuals, Temple

still

showed persistent difficultìes.

In

another account, Sacks

describes one of Temple's attempts at manners: "She introduced me to the secretaries in

a somewhat brusque manner, giving me the feeling, once again, of someone who had
leamed, roughly, 'how to behave'

in

perception of how other people felt

the nuances, the social subtleties, involved" (Sacks,

-

such situations without having much personal

1995, p.257). These clues suggest that, although her achievement is remarkable in view

of her autism, Temple still feels, as she put it, "Like an Anthropologist on Mars".

ló
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The above accounts provide us with the rare opportunity to better understand
autism from the perspective of an individual with this disorder. Temple's descriptions

of

her social behaviour paint a vivid picture of what it's like to have a deficit in 'theory

of

mind'. She can decipher emotion and feeling, but only at the level of the sensorimotor,
the concrete, the unmecliated. She can execute social etiquette, but has never really
understood its purpose.

It

seems that an

implicit knowledge of social conventions

and

codes, and cultural presuppositions is what excludes individual's with autism from the
average person. This implicit knowledge, which every normal person accumulates and
generates throughout

life on the basis of experience and encounters with others,

seems to

be absent or incomplete in persons with autism. Theory of mind serves as a major
component

for this irnplicit knowledge, ancl without it the person with autisln

must

"compute" others' intentions and states of rnind, and try to lnake explicit what for the
rest

ofus is second nature.

The nature and severity of this disorder has profound irnplications for
potential success of the individual with autism in the areas of farnily and peer relations

the
as

well as scllool and work perf'onnance. The responses and behaviours of people with
autism can be rnystifying. For example, strong emotional reactions to touch, sound, or
unanticipatecl change may appear out

of context and disproportional to the problem

(Olney, 2000). Pattemed or ritualizecl behaviours may seem odd ancl speech rnay be
unusual

in pronunciation, content, or delivery. Although various models have been

proposed, there is no simple answer as to why individuals with autistn respond and
interact as they clo and, as a result, these behaviours oflen are misinterpreted, not only by
those who are unfamiliar with the condition but also by the individuals'

fàrrily.
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Sibling Relationships and Atttisnt

Existing research studies have shown rnixed results relating to the irnpact upon
children of having a sibling with a disability. However, siblings of children with autism
may be more at risk than siblings of children with other disabilities. Opinions about how
children might be affected by a sibling with autisrn are largely inferences drawn from

work with children suffering from a variety of various other conditions. Some studies
have indicated that siblings of children with Down's syndrome (Gath
spina bifida (Tew et al.,1974), chronìc illness or disability (Lavigne

& Gumley,1987),

& Ryan, 1979),

and

cerebral palsy (Breslau, 1983) have a greater risk of developing psychosocial problems
compared with siblings
based on families

of non-disabled children. These studies, documenting findings

of normal

children and those with disabilities other than autism. rnav

not be entirely representative or appropriate for the fàtnilies of autistic chilclren. Many
parents in this gloup, for exarnple, fear that their nonnal children rnay be at particular risk

of cleveloping problems because of the autistic child's lack of social and communication
skills and their common behaviour problems (Howlin, 1988). This tenet is supported by
research showing that siblings

of children with autism appear to have more behaviour

problerns and fewer prosocial behaviours than siblings of children with other disabilities

(Kaminsky & Dewey, 2001; Hastings, 2003).
DeMyer (1979), in one of the few cornparative studies of autistic children, studied
59 brothers and sisters of autistic children and

6l siblings of normal controls. She found

some similarities and differences between these two groups. For example, the same
number, nine

in

each group, presented with emotional problems. Nevertheless. more

children in the siblings of children with autisrn group (30%) compaled to the control

l8
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group reported feelings

of being

neglected; 18% reported wories and anxieties

associated with the condition; and 15o/o

of parents reported problerns of toileting

and

eating in their children which they believed could be attributed to the effects of the child

with autism. Other difficulties, such

as problems

of teasing and jealousy also were noted.

However, such problems also occuned in the non-autistic group and it remained unclear
whether or not they were related to the presence of the autistic child.

A higher incidence of learning problerns in siblings of children with autisrn
has been identifìed

also

by some researchers (August et al., 1983; Jordan, 2001). Again, it is

not always clear whether these findings are related to the stresses of living with a sibling

with an impairment, in general, or whether they are related more directly to the stresses
and unique aspects (i.e., irnpainnents

in

social interaction, communication; sensory

deficits; repetitive and/or restrictive obsessions and/or behaviours) of living with a sibling

with autism. The severity of language impainnents, such as initial speech delays and later
reading and spelling problerns, are higher in the siblings of autistic children compared to
other fàmilies (Jorclan, 2001).

Bagenholnr and Gillberg (1991) conducted

a

comparative study

on

the

psychosocial efTects of siblings on children with autism, mental retardation, and normally
developing children. Some clinically relevant findings emerged including: (a) the siblings

of children with autisr'ìl were sornewhat more negative in their views concerning their
sibling relationship tlian the siblings of rnentally retardecl and non-disabled childr]n, (b)
more than half of the siblings in the autism and rnental retardation groups had no words
to explain why their brother or sister was different fiom others, (c) rnost of the siblings

of

children with autisrn fèlt they could only talk with somebody outside the home about
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their handicapped sibling, while the other groups were more comfortable confìding in
close family rnembers, (d) siblings

of both

handicapped children and children with

autism, compared to controls, reported more often that they had to help out at home much
more than their brother or sister, (e) siblings of children with autism seemed to have more

problems with their brother or sister disturbing them and breaking their belongings, and

(f) the

non-disabled siblings were

compared to siblings

Íìore concerned about the future of their sibling

of children who had autism or mental retardation. Several of

the

siblings of children with autisrn said they felt lonely, had no friends, did not go out much,
preferred to stay at home, or had to keep their brother or sister with autisln company.

Given the typical characterjstics

of

autism as impainnents

in

social interaction,

communication, and play the above findings may indicate problerns commonly faced by
siblings of children with autism and are of special interest to those who have to address
the problems faced by these siblings. As a result of these irnpainnents, the siblings of
these children often do not know how to approach and interact with their brother or sister.

Not all the effects of having a sibling with autislr, or any other conclition,

are

negative- Some siblings report satisfaction in learning to live and cope with the demands

of

a

"different" child and some show increased tolerance for differences as well as higher

levels of empathy and altruism (Lobato et al., 1987; McHale et al., 1984,1986; Seligman,

1983). Fufihermore, after cornparing the sibling relationship

of

children with

handicapped and non-handicapped brothers and sisters, McHale et al. (1986) found that
school-age children, whether siblings of handicapped or non-handicapped children, have,

on the average, fàirly positive things to say about their relationships with their siblings.
Nevertheless, the siblings of chilclren with disabilities still face numerous challenges as
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they often lack the necessary knowledge and skills to cope with their brother's or sister's

irnpainnent.
Challenges Facìng Siblìngs

The areas of deficit associated with autism have an impact on the nature

and

frequency of sibling interactions. Given the pervasive deficits in social communication
and behaviour found

in autism (Frith, 1991; Siegel & Silverstein, 1994; Siegel, 1996), the

child with autism will not always respond favourably to a sibling's interaction attempts.

Children with autisrn often display challenging behaviours

in situations when even

seerningly trivial dernands are placed upon them. Non-compliant behaviour, delay or lack

of response, and negative verbal staternents have been shown to act as "punishers" of any
behaviours that they follow, such as
interactions (Celiberti

&

Han-is, 1993).

a sibling's atternpts to elicit otherwise

It

regular

can be assumed that the younger siblings

of

children with autisrn are especially vulnerable to their brother's or sister's behaviour
problems because they lack the understanding and skills necessary to engage a negatively

reactive or non-interactjve brother or sister. Furthemore, given their developmental
status, these children may feel threatened and intimidated by the puzzling and/or atypical

behaviour exhibited by their brother or sister with autisrn. Over time, these patterns
behaviour

will

undoubteclly result

in diminished sibling

of

interactions. Although many

siblings rnay wish to interact with their brother or sister with autism, they remain distant
and discouraged by a lack of responsiveness, lack of reciprocity, and by the presence

rnaladaptive behaviours. These factors rnay be compounded

of

by the typical sibling's

struggle with his or her own identity and role within and outside the boundaries of the
farnily.
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It is difficult to make generalizations about siblings who have brothers and sisters
with autism (or any other special need) as this is only one aspect of their lives. Siblings
r.vill experience their brothers' and sisters' impairments

in

countless ways. However,

despite the diverse backgrounds of the siblings involved, and although not every brother

or sister will experience the saÍre concerns, the support group described in this thesis
strives to both illuminate and alleviate the most critical and common concerns.

Over-identifìcation is one of these concerxs. This occurs when a sibling wonders

whether he or she shares-or

will

share-their sibling's problem,

in this

case, autism.

Although usually irrational, these fears can be very real, especially to young children who

have vivid irnagination and an immature concept
identification

of

contagion. The risk

is one of the manv reasons that brothers and sisters need

of

over-

accurate

infonnation about their siblings' condition. lnfonnation that may be obvious to adults
may not be so to children. Younger children need to be reassured that they cannot "catch"

their siblings' autism.
Other concems include ernbarassrnent ancl guilt. A sibling with autism can be
source

of embarassment for nonnally developing brothers and

a

sisters. The un,uvanted

attention the impaired child brings to himself or herself and the rest of the farnily when he

or she has behaviour

problems--a comlron f-eature

of

autism--may embarass the

sibling(s). Siblings also may experience embarrassment when asked questions about their

siblings' unusual behaviour. The degree of embarrassment experienced by these brothers

or sisters can be severe due to the fact that the sibling with autism often appears fine.
Visible disabilities provide a reason for unusual behaviour, while the unusual behaviour

of a brother or sister with a

seemingly invisible disability may create anxiety and
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confusion. Feelings of guilt may, in turn, exacerbate the anxiety level of the siblings.
Brothers and sisters rnay feel guilty for being embarrassed, or worse yet, may feel that
they caused their siblings autism. Although guilt feelings are commonly associated with
caring for an impaired sibling, guilt comes in many shades and should be discussed with
the siblings accordingly.

A sibling having autism rnay lead brothers and sisters to experience feelings of
loss and isolation. Especially

if

there are only two children in the family, brothers or

sisters may wish they had a sibling with whom they could seek advice, or share their
thoughts, concerns, hopes, and dreams. These children rnay feel a sense of isolation from

their parents, as their parents attend to the impaired child's every need. The entire fàmily
schedule may revolve around the autistic child's needs, thereby leaving the typically

developing sibling feeling short-changed. These childlen often feel isolated from their
peers, as they cannot be as independent as other children due to the der¡ands being placed

on them and the added responsibilities of having a sibling with a disability (i.e-, Having

to stay home to watch sibling; not being able to go places due to frequent outbursts frorn
irnpaired sibling) and because they rnay be teased as a result of their siblings; autism.
Even when peers are accepting of the siblings' condition, the brothel' or sister of this

sibling rnay still not be able to confide in these peers, as often they are disinterested or
unable to relate to their concerns. These children rnay harbour feelings of resentment

towards their parents or sibling with autism, as they feel that unfair treatment and
excessive demands are continually being placed upon thern.

Social communication, social interaction and play--the three central deficits in
autism-- have the most Dervasive effècts on the siblinss of these children. Due to deficits
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these areas, children with autism often have difficulty establishing rneaningful

relationships with their peers or interacting effectively with teachers or parents. However,

this should not be attributed to an inability to communicate, but rather to the fàct that the

autistic child's communication often

is more non-verbal in nature. and that their

perceived deficits and reactive behaviours are often misinterpreted by others, Without
proper knowledge or awareness regarding this feature of autism, nomal siblings will be
faced with a brother or sister who does not engage in reciprocal conversation or play. For

example, a sibling may attempt to speak to or play a game with their autistic brother or
sister only to be answered with a screarrì, tantrum, or a physical assault. In some cases,

siblings may actually be afraid of, or intimidated, by their brother or sister with autisni.

Without early intelention or education, these types of experiences can create a ban'ier
between the sibling and their brother or sister with autism, resulting in negative feelings,
such as frustration, confusion. and resentment.

Given the diverse needs

of

these siblings, an intervention geared toward

illuminating and alleviating these obstacles

is

warantecl. Fufthen¡ore, due

to

the

personal investment in the r,vell-being of their brother or sister, "nonnally developing

siblings rnay be uniquely suited to foster behaviours such as social responses, verbal
interactions, and play, by virtue

of their

cornparable ages and the intensity

of

the

relationships they share with their siblings with autism" (Celiberti & Harris, 1993,p.574).

The implementation of a support group whose purpose is to teach siblings of autistic
children appropriate rnethods for communication and play is congruent with the idea that

children with autisrn could benefit from various intensive and appropriate models of
language, play, and social behaviours beyond those present in the school setting. Such an
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intervention should provide emotional and social support to the sibling, an opportunity to

interact with other children with similar experiences, as well as access to education.
information, and behavioural strategies which can help them understand and interact

rtore effectively with their siblings with autism so that diminished sibling interactions do
not become a pervasive aspect of the sibling relationship. Support groups for the siblings

of children with disabilities provide opportunities to address these special needs (Meyer
& Vadasy, 1994).
O th

e

r

Sib

ling

C ons

ideratio tts

Sibling experiences tnay vary as a function of many factors over which they have

little control. These may include characteristics of the child with autism, characteristics of
the sibling(s), nature of the marital relationship, farnily dynamics, communication, family

size, age, gender, and birth order. Some children may have another nonnal sibling in
addition to a sibling with autism, and sorne may have more than one sibling with autisrn.

Binh order should also be taken into consideration. Having a first born child with autism
followed by subsequent nonnal birth(s), or vice versa, may result in different perceptions,
roles, and attitudes taken by the parents and children. Age comparisons lnay also be
infònnative. Each sibling's reaction to a brother or sister with autism will be somewhat

different depending on his or her age and developmental level. The concems of the
siblings rnay differ depending on the age gap between the normal and impaired sibling,

as

well as on the birth order of the siblings. The infonnational and emotional needs of the
siblings nìay vary in relation to whether the normal sibling is olcler or younger than the

impaired sibling and the unique characteristics of the nonnal sibling. Other factor-s to
consider underlie farnily context and clynarnics, e.g., whether a child is raised in a single
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or two-parent family, different child-rearing practices, existing coping mechanisms and
interactive patterns in the family, lifestyle, parent perceptions of autism, the amount and
quality of resources the family has to meet the needs of the child, the degree of awareness
the parents have about autism, and whether this information is shared openly with each
child in the family.
Inf'ormation Needs

o.f

Siblings

Siblings have a compelling need for information about the condition of their
brother or sister with autism and its implications for them. Studies of children with other
developrnental difficulties suggest that siblings wish to have support and discussions to

help thern deal with their own feelings and understanding related to their brother or
sister's disability (Powell

& Ogle,

1985; Wilson, Blacher,

& Baker,

1989). They need

information to provide reassurance, to answer their own questions and questions posed by
others, ancl to plan for their future. In addition, since autism is a lifelong condition and is

manifested

in a wide spectrum of

characteristics, the siblings' needs likely

will

be

lifelong as well with issues and concems that are ever-changing. Throughout their lives,
the types of information siblings need, and how it is communicated and understood,

will

vary with the siblings' age and developmental level.

Siblings
infonnation

to

in their grade-school years, the population of

focus here,

need

answer personal questions about autism as well as those posed by

classmates, fiiends, teachers, and even strangers. Moreover, these children need

information on how to deal with specific circumstances that may arise (e.g., teasing,
ignorance, rejection, etc.). However, even when accurate infonnation has been provided,

older children may develop their own theories to explain their siblings' problems. Other
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siblings may holcl beliefs about the cause of the condition that place the blame on the

child with special needs (Koch-Hattern, 1986). More so than pre-schoolers, school-age
children have more specific questions. Yet, obtaining infonnation

to

answer these

questions can be a problem for siblings. Siblings have a limited ability to advocate on

their own behalf and to articulate and address their needs, as their parents can- By virtue
of their age alone, siblings often cannot readily access social support from others.
Sibling support groups, or Sibshops, provide a place and opportunity where these
children can come to find answers to these questions, or, at least, see them in a new light.
Sibshops accornplish this through a variety of media so as to appeal to all the children

involved. The rnore support the fàrnily has, the better equipped they are to understanding

the nature of autism and the more efÏectively they rnay accommodate their child with
autism, without losing sight of the needs of the non-impaired sibling. A sibling support
group can provide a lneans of support and

the family members of attention.

A

fin for these siblings without depriving

any of

description of the Sibshop and its philosophy and

benefits will follow.
Sibshops: A Prctcticatl Wav of'Aclclressing

A

tlte

Neecls

of'siblings

variety of prograrns have been developed to provide supporl to siblings of

children with disabilities (Lobato, I985, 1990; Mclinden, Miller,
Meyer, Vadasy,

of

& Fewell, 1985;

Summers, Bridge,

these programs (Lobato, 1985, 1990)

&

&

Deprey, 1991;

Surnrners, 1991). However, rnost

only served pre-school children or adolescents

(Meyer et al., 1985), and sufferecl fiom insufficient program evaluation. Nevertheless,

review of literature suggests that siblings

a

will benefit from peer support and group

discussion, (Powell & Ogle, 1985; Wilson, Blacher, & Baker, 1989), coping strategies for

2l
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living with a sibling with a disability (Lobato, 1985), infon¡ation abour their brotheror

sister's disability (Powell &. Ogle, 1985), and recreational activities

to

provide

opportunities to socialize (Meyer et al, 1985). Thus, a sibling supporl group designed to
meet the needs of children who have siblings with disabilities should provide all of the
above components in order to be most effective. Such an integrated model of support

program

for

school-age siblings

of children with

disabilities exists

in

Meyer

and

Vadasy's (1994) Sibshop model.

The idea of combining fun activities and interactive workshops in order to meet
the demands of siblings of children with special needs has been implernented successfully

through the use of Sibshops, a product of the work

of

Meyer ancl Vadasy (1994). They

have blazed a trail in helping siblings explore their feelings in creative, light, and fun
ways. They have organized a learning program prirnarìly for siblings, although parents
also are a vital part of the Sibshop experience. Meyer and Vadasy have developed a set

of

activities that bring difficult issues to the forefront and let young people talk about what

usually goes unsaid. The hallmark of these support g'oups is their ability to use peer
suppofi and education to empower brothers ancl sistels to help each other, and inevitably,
to help thernselves, and because these groups are geared toward school-age children, peer

support is provided within a lively, recreational context that ernphasizes the child's
perspective. The activities are designed to incorporate humour as a powerful tool in

helping siblings, parents, and educators focus on important issues without getting
overwhelmed. Sibshops help brothers and sisters to leam about the full range and depth

of their feelings, how to handle situations in positive ways, and how to discuss and share
their experiences with others.
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Sibshops are best described as events. "They are lively, intense celebrations of the

many contributions macle by the brothers and sisters of kids with special needs" (Meyer

& Vadasy,

1994, p.1). Sibshops acknowledge that being a brother or sister of a person

with a disability carries a wide range of irnplications and that it can have both positive
and negative aspects. They reflect a belief that,

if

given the chance, brothers and sisters

have much to offer one another.

The activities and social interactions experienced at a Sibshop will likely have a
therapeutic effect on the children, more so on those participants who invest their emotion
and feelings into the experience. However, although

not the prirnary goal of the Sibshop;

if therapeutic

it is a desired effect, this 'therapy' is
results are not attained, this does not

mean the Sibshop has failed. Rather, Sibshops simply strive to highlight the fact that most

brothers and sisters of people with special needs are doingwell, and have the capacity to
do well, despite the challenges of having a sibling with an illness or disability.

Since every sibling shares similar feelings and faces sirnilar challenges, the
philosophy and benefit of Sibshops are suited to the needs of all siblings, no rnatter what

condition their brother or sister may have. However, the purpose

of this

thesis is

specifically to explore the usefulness of the Sibshops for the particular needs of siblings

of children with autism spectrum disorders. Thus, r¡'hile some of the concelrrs mentioned
earlier apply to the population
strategies

in

general, the nature

of these concerns and

possible

to deal with them, based on the Sibshop model, reflect the qualities which

distinguish the child with autism flom children with other types of irrpairments, and the
effects of living with sucli a child may have on a sibling.
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AIong with programs lacking sufficient design/components, and lack of programs

for school-age siblings of children with disabilities, little is known about the effects of
sibling programs due to insufficient program evaluation. Most reports of prograrn effects
are anecdotal, and fail to incorporate data from sibling participants themselves. "Yet, as
the rnain participants, siblings are best qualified to provide evidence about the effect and
aspects of the program"(Dyson, 1998, p.58). Knowledge about each siblings' leaming
experience and reactions to the different parts of the prograrn provides infomration about

how to improve and better develop support programs for siblings of children with
disabilities.
Dyson (1998) conducted the first participant evaluation of a support program for
siblings of children with disabilities. Parlicipants were school-age(7 to 12 years old). The

study focused on what children learned and what program activities they preferred.
Components of the prograrn reflected those suggested in the Sibshop rnodel (Meyer &

Vadasy, 1994) and included arts and crafts, learning activities, gloup discussions, and
recreational and social tirnes. Feedback frorn the child participants was gathered using an
open-ended questionnaire in combination with a forced choice fonnat. Sibling responses

indicate that what they learned most was how to improve relationships with the disabled

sibling, followed by rnore awareness of special needs, and increased understanding of
sibling relationships (Dyson, 1998). The parts of the prograrn liked most by participants,

in order of priority, were activities (e.g., afis, crafts, snack-time, free play), sports and
games (e.g., swimming, gym), meeting friends, group discussion, and leaming about
disabilities. Overall, these results indicate that the prcgram clearly benefitecl siblings of
children rvith disabilities. Children's responses indicatecl that the support prograÍì helped
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them to better understand their brother or sister's disabilities and provided them

an

opportunity to share their feelings and experiences with other siblings of children with
disabilities.

The sibling support group presented in this thesis contains components which

mirror those of the Dyson's study, such

as using activities, snacks, and recreational and

social times to bring siblings together, as well as using a questionnaire with combination

of open-ended and rating-based questions to evaluate the siblings' overall experience in
the program. Furthermore, the supporl group presented here targets school-age siblings, a

population, as notecl by Dyson (1998), that has been neglected

in past studies

and

programs.

Thus, while Dyson (1998) applied sirnilar principles of the Sibshop rnodel to
siblings of children with disabilities, the sibling support group presented in this thesis
applied these same principles while adding several key components to the prograrn, such

as incorporating feedback fi'om parents as well as child participants, adding a premeasure questionnaire, including workbooks and resources that could be taken home, and

tailoring the prograrn to address the needs of
T'he Sibshop

a

specific spechum of disorders.

Model Applied to Autism: A Program Evaluation

The sibling support group described here, based on the principles

discussed

above, while helping to address sibling issues, also served to evaluate the effectiveness

of

Meyer and Vadasy's (1994) Sibshop model for use with siblings of children with autism.

Program evaluation can be defined as "the use
systematically investigate the effectiveness
adapted to their

of

of social research

procedures to

social intervention prograrns that

are

political and organizalional environments and designed to infbnn social

a1
JI
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& Lipsey,

1999, p.446).

Every evaluation must be tailored to the circumstances of the program being evaluated so
as to

yield credible and useful answers to the specific questions at issue while still being

sufficiently practical to be actually irnplementable within the resources available (Rossi,
et. al, 1999). A program theory or logical model should guide the planning and evaluation
process starting

with inputs (i.e., facilitators) and moving into activities (i.e., educational

and recreational activities and tools), outputs (i.e., siblings of children

with autism attend

the program), and outcomes (i.e., siblings develop peer relationships, acquire knowledge
and skills regarding autism, improve their sibling interactions, etc.).

hnportant questions that will be considered when evaluating the potential success

of this sibling supporl group include: (a) the need fbr services for siblings of children
with autism, (b) program conceptualization, or the rationale behind Sibshops and whether

the program identified, recruited, and sustained the intended clientele, (c) program
irnplernentation, or how the Sibshop was run and what areas of concern were emphasized

to

foster maximum understanding, and whether the types

of activities

used were

considered fun and beneficial to these chilclren, and (d) program outcomes ancl efficacy,

or whether the Sibshop delivered the intended services to the intended persons and
rvhether the seruices had beneficial or adverse effects on the recipients. What follows is
an overview of the specifìc goals of the Sibshop model as well as a detailed description

of

the sibling support group.

Progrant Goals

The intencled goals of the support group reflect those adopted by Meyer

and

Vadasy's (1994) model and fonn the rationale f'or the group dynarnic. The supporl group,
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reported here, was based on the principles of the Sibshop model, aimed to (a) provide
brothers and sisters of children with autism an opportunity to meet other siblings in a
relaxecl, recreational setting, (b) provide brothers and sisters with opportunities to discuss

common joys and concerns with other siblings

of children with autism, (c) provide

brothers and sisters with an opportunity to learn how others handle situations commonly
experienced by siblings of children with autism, (d) provide siblings with an opportunity

to leam more about the irnplications of their brothers' and sisters' special needs to
themselves and how

to effectively deal with thern, and (e) provide parents and other

professionals with opportunities

to learn more about the concems and

opportunities

frequently experienced by the brothers and sisters of people with autism.
Metltod
Sponsorsltip

The Autism Society Manitoba (ASM), a local agency that provides seruices and
supporl to individuals with autism spectrum disorders as well as their families and service

providers, sponsored the supporl group. ASM was responsible for providing the means

for advertiselrent,

as

well as the fìnances required to rent a suitable facility and to carry

out the various outings and activities to be done with the children.

Participants
Participants included

8 children, each with a brother or sister with an autism

spectrum clisorder (ASD). There were 5 males and 3 fernales ranging in age from 8 to 14
years

(M:10.3). The parents of the children, although not directly involved in the support

SouP, are still considered participants since they were sources

of information and

feedback regarding the effects the group hacl on the participating siblings and their
farnìly. Both parents in all fàmilies lived together with their children.
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Participant Pro.files
The participants constitutecl of the following: a fernale, 13 years-old, had one
younger sister

(1

I

yrs) with autism; a fèrnale, 11 years-old, had one younger (8 yrs)

brother with autism; a female, 8 years old, had three sisters

-

one younger (3 yrs) and one

older (12 yrs) 'nonnal' sister, and one older sister (11 yrs) with Pervasive Developrnental

Disorder (PDD-NOS); a rnale, 14 years-old, had 2 younger brothers

- one'nonnal'6

year-old, and one 8 year-old 'uvith autisrn; a male, I I years-old, had one younger (8 yrs)
brother with autism; a male, 9 years-old, had one younger (6 yrs) brother with autism;

a

male,8 years-old, had one'nonnal'older (1ó yrs.) brother and one younger (5 yrs)
brother with autisrn; a male, 8 years-old, had one'nonrìal'older (18 yrs.) brother, one

'normal'older (16 yrs.) sister, and one younger (6 yrs.) sister,uvith high functioning
autism/Asperger disorder. A sumrnary of participant profiles is outlined in Table

1.

Each participant had only one sibling with a diagnosed autism spectrum disorder.

Ages of affected siblings ranged fiom 5 to 11 years (M:7.9). Seven of the 8 participants
were older than the sibling with autism. Five of the 8 participants were the eldest child in

their family, while two were the midclle-child, and one was the second youngest (among
4 siblings). Four of the 8 participants had more than one sibling. The average diffèrence

in

age between parlicipants and their affected sibling was

3 yrs (range: 2-6 yrs), and all

parlicipants' were from fàmilies with 4 to 6 members.
Procedtu'e

Participants were volunteers recruited through parent responses

to

an

aclvefiisement in a monthly newsletter put out by Autism Society Manitoba (ASM) (see

Appendix A). Once each fàrnily responded to the aclvertisement, they were contacted by
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the facilitators and sent a registration form which they cornpleted and returned to ASM
(see Appendix B).

In addition, a Parent Consent Fonn (see Appenclix C) and a Child

Consent Form (see Appendix D) describing the details of the program were sent home
and cornpleted by participants before the start of the program.

It should be noted that the participants constituted

a convenience sample and thus

were not truly representative. Variables such as socio-economic status, gender and ethnic
background varied depending on which farnilies responded to the advertisements.

Autism-related activities, readings, and discussions were used to facilitate the
group process. The rationale for these types of activities was to equip each child with the
necessary skills to improve their relationship '"vith their sibling, to build confidence in
themselves, to confront the issues related to their siblings condition, and to appreciate
that there are other children who share the same concenrs as they do.

An emphasis was placed on recreational activities such as games, sports,

ancl

cooking. The rationale behind these types of activities was to foster new and lasting
relationships, and to acknowledge the fact that these children are still pennitted to be

children. Having fun is a key component in establishing confidence, selÊesteern, and
independence

in any child. These children with affected siblings need reassurance that

they can still be typical kids even if theyrnay feel guilty about their siblings' condition or
obligated to protect them.
F a ci I I t at or Qual ific

ar i o ns

As stated by Meyer and Vadasy, "Sibshops are best facilitated by a team of
service providers (such as social workers, special education teachers, psychologists, and
nurses) and adult siblings of people with special needs.

At the very least, the team of
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facilitators needs to be knowledgeable of the disability or illness represented, possess
sense

of humour and play, enjoy the company of children, and

a

respect the young

participants' expertise on the topic of life with a brother or sister with special needs"
(Meyer & Vadasy, 1994, p.3). The facilitators for the sibling supporl $oup in question
complemented these requirements, as they included one graduate student

in

School

Psychology, one graduate student in Clinical Psychology, and one Social Worker. An

additional advantage was that while

all have extensive

experience working with

individuals with autism, the latter two have a foster son who has autism. Three facilitators
facilitated the group as a team throughout the length of the program.
Location, Date, and Lengtlt
The Sibshop was conducted at an urban centre. The designated area consisted of
several roorrs including: a kitchen/dining area, a computer rooln, a lounging area, and a

recreational area for garnes and activities. The support group was offered weekly, on
Saturdays,

fiom l0 A.M until 1 2 P.M, and ran for ten consecutive weeks. The program

was offered in a series so as to provide a stable group in which the children could have
adequate tirne to overcome their shyness and establish cohesive füendships.
Tre

atment and Activities

The treatment administered in the support group was based on a group rnodel

which interspersed infonnation and discussion activities with games and cooking
activities.
The sibling program consisted of four basic components: afts and crafis, learning
about siblings' disabilities, group discussions ancl sharing

of sibling

experiences. and

recreational and social activities. Arts ancl crafts activities usually served as the opening
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for each session to give the children a chance to warm up. The activities included
drawing, painting, crafts, and food decorating. The educational component involved
infonnation and group discussion with siblings about their brother or sister's autism and
related disabilities. Activities such as trivia games, puzzles, and worksheets where each
topic is autism-related, and rewards are contingent upon answering or offerìng insights on
autism, were valuable educational tools. Siblings were provided opportunities to share
their experiences of living with a brother or sister with autism through group discussions

and activities. Tools used to initiate discussions included reading books such

as

Everybody is Different (Bleach, 2001) and Asperger's Huh? (Schnurr, 1999) to the

children, and engagìng

in

role-playing activities. Each discussion focused on both

negative and positive sibling experiences. The children involved were asked to discuss

their personal concerns regarding the effects of having a sibling with autisrn. The
fàcilitators then suggested possible strategies and solutions

to particular problems,

integrating the children's input in the process. These designated discussion times were
used to teach the group new skills geared towards helping the children to improve their

interactions, perceptions, and understanding

of their brother's or

sister's autism. In

addition to learning activities, snack-time and free-play provided opportunities for social
networking.

A typical session began with greetings and crafis. Snacks and group garnes, both
structurecl (e.g., scavenger hunt, "trivia

for treats") and unstructured were provided

between group discussion and learning activities. Each session usually ended with free-

play. A detailed outline of the topics and activities covered in each session is provided in
Appendix E.
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Care was taken to make activities appropriate to the age range of the group and to

ensure they were based on the issues and concems that each child had regarding
themselves, their parents, their siblings, and autism,

done

in general. Exactly how this was

wìll be addressed later. While some activities were nredetermined. others

were

implernented during the Sibshop based on the children's disclosures and needs as they
arose. This is an important component of the therapeutic process because children rnay

enter the supporl group with reseruations, but later reveal pressing concems as their

comfofi level rises and they form meaningful relationships with the facilitators and other
children.

Written exercises were placed in workbooks (which were individualized for each

child) afÌer each session, so that each child had a personal record of their activities

as

well as the option of confidentiality. The workbook, entitled 'What Does Autism Mean
To Me?' was cornpiled by Jocelyn Teskey, one of the group facilitators. The activities
assigned to each session were structured so as to complement the topics covered in the

workbook for that day. The workbook topics and related activities rvere structurecl over
the ten-week schedule so as to move fiom the general to the specific. The rationale
behind this was to begin the prograrn by introducing the parlicipants to basic education
regarding autism (i.e., facts about autism, description of disorder, etc.,) and graclually
elaborate upon this infòrmation by covering more specific topics related to autism and

sibling issues (i.e., sensory issues, problem-solving, farnily relations, personal concerns,

etc.). By following the above schedule the children were able

to shift frorn mere

inf-omation-acquisition to activities involving more self'-reflection and problem-solving.

This outline was based on the concept of Bloom's Taxonorny (Bloorn, 1956). Bloom's
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Taxonomy provides the rationale for the sequence of activities introduced by the sibling
support group, that is, the participants acquire and learn new affective and cognitive skills

in a sequential manner, moving from the sirnple to the complex, in this case, emerging
with an irnproved conceptualization of what it means to live with

a brother

or sister with

autism. The details of Bloom's Taxonomy are presented in Appendix F. Examples of

activitìes used

to

address the specific deficits

in

autism spectrum disorders, their

adaptation to suit parlicipants developrnental levels, and their sequence with reference to

Bloom's Taxonomy will be presented next.
Depending on the sibling's developmental stage or level of understanding, his or
her concerns are likely to focus on the cause of his/her brother or sister's disorder, his/
her brother or sister's thoughts and feelings, whether or not heishe

will

get better, what is

expected of him/her as a sibling, treatment and supporls, and what the future holds for

everyone involved. The

way this inf-onnation is

understanding and perspective on autism

will

communicated, and siblings'

depend on the siblings' developrnental

level. Care was taken to tailor each activity to address the above coûìrnon areas of
concerrì while also addressing the parlicipants'level of understanding ancl perspective on

their brother or sister's disorder. A list of the most common issues faced bv siblines of
children with autisrn, and their respective level

of understanding

and perspective on

autism, including early childhood, rniddle childhood, and adolescence is provided in

Appendix G (Mathew, Leong

& White,

2002).

In addition to addressing the above

developmental considerations, activities were presented

in a variety of

media (i.e.,

speaking, writing, drar,ving. crafts, fòod-decorating) and at a reading and comprehension
Ievel so as to appeal to both younger and older participants.
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interaction,

communication, play, and puzzling behaviours (i.e., repetitive interests; stereotypic
movements; sensory reactions). In order to address each of these areas, separate sessions

were designated to exploring each impairment. Making reference to Appendix G while

reading through the following activities

will clarify their

sequence. As an introduction to the subject

developmental level and

of autism, the fàcilitators and participants

read through the main fàcts about autism (i.e., communication, thinking, learning,
behaviour, perception,s) as well as theories regarding the possible causes of autism and
rvhat we do know about the disorder. For example, the group read and discussed the

following: that people with autism sometimes see, hear, and understand the world
clifferently than others; sometimes people with autism communicate differently and talk

differently; autism is another way of thinking and being; people with autisrrì may use
sounds instead of words or not talk at all; people with autism rnay have

difficulty looking

at you or playing with you; they may need rnore time and help to leam things; they may

not like change; they have their own personality and intelests- In reference to possible
oauses

of autism, the group read and cliscussed the following: that autisrn

does not rnean

that a person is sick; you cannot catch autism from your brother or sister; autism does not

Íìean that a person is bad, wrong, or better than other children; it is nobody's fault that

a

person has autism--you clid not cause your brother or sister to have autism; when a person

has autisrn his/her brain works differently

-

autism affects how someone develops or

learns; autism is another way of thinking and beingSubsequent activities focused on more specifìc characteristics

included the three main ¿ìreas

of difïìculty

seen

of autism.

These

in ASD: communicatìon. social
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interaction, and play. Facilitators had participants take turns reading through the pages in
the workbook addressing these areas of diffìculty. For example, a list of communication

difficulties commonly seen in ASD was read aloud, including: people with ASD rnay
have difficulty speaking or may not speak at all;
understand the meaning

it

rnay take longer for them to

of words; people with ASD have difficulty reading

facial

expressions and gestures; your brother or sister may feel frustrated because he or she
cannot understand other people. Similarly, a list of common social interaction difficulties
was read aloud, including: people with ASD may have difficulty rnaking friends; it may

be difficult for them to understand that other people have thoughts and feelings that are

different from their own - They may not realize that you even have feelings; they rnay
speak to people they know only

in 'proper'

places (e.g., your brother or sister rnight

speak to teacher or friend only when he or she sees them at school); people with ASD

may find other people too noisy, too quiet, or too confusing

-

the way people talk and

ûrove may not make sense to them. Next, a list of comlnon play difficulties was read
aloud, including: people rvith ASD may have difficulty playing with people - It may be

difficult for them to understand turn-taking or to play games by the rules; sharing toys
may be extra difficult for them because they may not understand that a toy
returned

will

be

if they lend or share it; people with ASD rnay need time and help to be able to

play with you and other children; your brother or sister may prefer to play alone or r,r,ith
objects rather than with other people because

it is 'safer'

and more predictable. As they

read each topic, parlicipants were asked to reflect on whether they had experiencecì or
rvitnessed any of these defìcits in their sibìing(s). Specifically, participants were asked to

indicate the ways their sibling played (i.e., together, side-by-sicle, board games, sporls,
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pretend gatnes, reading, singing/rnusic) and communicated (talks, sings, grunts, points,

moves eyes, pictures) with them. Participants were free to provide ans\¡/ers

in

their

respective workbooks by verbalizing, drawing, or writing them so as to appeal to all ages

and individual preferences. Following this discussion, facilitators provided a list of
possible strategies the children could use

in order to improve play and interaction

between them and their siblins with ASD.

A

different workbook activity addressed the puzzling behaviours that children

with ASD may exhibit. For example, they may speak and act differently which may make

it hard to talk to and play with

and understand their brother or sister. Participants were

asked to write down the ways that their sibling speaks and acts differently from them,

their family, and friends. The possible puzzling behaviours discussed included: sensitivity
to sound, light, or touch; does not like change or breaks in routine; odd body movements,

diffìculty speaking or pronouncing words; does not play with others, does not respond;
screatns and tantrums; breaks things; bites/kicks/hits; repeats same activity again and

again; talks or laughs by hirn/herself. Each

of these puzzling behaviours and their

possible meaning or function was then discussed among the group.
Sensory issues are often a significant area of concern with individuals who have

ASD. Therefore, it was decided that this would be a significant topic to address with the
participants. Introduction to the topic was established by having the participants take
turns reading the Sensory Gang Worksheet. This worksheet discussed such topics as (a)
our different senses, (b) locations and finctions of the sensory systems, and (c) sensory
awareness. Participants were then asked to indicate their sensory prelèrences by using the

Sensory Prefèrence Checklist (provided

in workbook). They indicated their

preferred
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of taste/smell, movement, touch, looking, and listening. Next, the participants

modes

cornpleted the Sensory Engine activity. Facilitators explained that just like a car uses fuel

to run it's engine, we use our senses to help us feel awake, alert, and attentive. When we
are excited, annoyed, or fìustrated our engine rnight be running high, whereas when we
are bored our engine might be running

low. Facilitators explained that you can 'fi.rel up'

or change your engine speed and how alert you feel in five ways:

l) Put something

in

your mouth, 2) Move, 3) Touch, 4) Look, and 5) Listen. Participants were then required

to think and write down what one thing they could do that would help their engine run

'just right'. Once the participants had a general idea about their senses, facilitators
proceeded
senses.

to explain that people with ASD can have oversensitive or undersensitive

It was explained that certain types of touch, light, sound, taste, smell, or

movement may bother or be painful to their siblings with ASD. Facilitators then engaged
the group in discussion about what possible sensory issues each participant had noticed in

their affècted sibling and how that may affect their interactions or behaviours.

Although only a sarnple of some of the activities presentecl in the group (see
Appendix E for a complete account), the above activities sequence and their focus on
autism-related deficits allows participants the opportunity

to progress through

each

cognitive and affective level indicated in Bloom's Taxonomy. As facilitators guide and
educate participants on the facts (characteristics, etiology, etc.) and central deficits (social

communication, interaction, play, and puzzling behaviours)

of ASD,

participants are

acquiring htowledge about their siblings' disorder. The questions asked by participants
and discussions initiated durìng and after each

of these activities (e.g., reasons why their

afÏècted sibling behaves the way they do) provides each sibling with their own degree

of

+)
^a
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comprehensiort rcgarding what some of these deficits mean and how they can affect a
person. Appliccttiotz of what the participants learned to real-life settings was facilitated by

engaging in role-playing activities (e.g., Dear Aunt Blabby), where they are allowed the

opportunity to be 'experts' on living with a sibling who has ASD and give advice to their
peers, and discussion of personal stories and scenarios regarding living with a sibling

who has ASD. Analysis was possible through certain activities (e.g., discrirninating
between fact and fìction regarding ASD; asking participants to indicate similarities and
differences between them and their sibling with ASD; asking participants to indicate how

their situation was unique fiorn others) whose purpose was to encourage analysis of what

the siblings had experienced and learned by living with a sibling with ASD
participating

and

in the group. Finally, activities such as 'Problem Solver' encouraged

participants to list one or rnore difficulties they were facing,

in

general, and then in

relation to their having a sibling with ASD. Next, they were to indicate how they would

like the situation to be. Then, they were to think about what they could do to rnake this
possible. Finally, participants were to think and discuss how they could fèel better even

if

they couldn't change the situation. The 'Problem-Solver' exercise is one of several
exercises which allowed the participants to break their problems into easier to manage
steps while forcing thern to realize that there usually is a solution to the problems they
face. The activity is designed to provoke good conversation and brainstorming among the

gloup and allows participantsto evaluate and make judgernents about which strategy or
solution would be rnost efïective and why.

In addition to following Bloom's cognitive hierarchy, the affective domain

was

also in play during the group activities. During the tasks and activities, each participant
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will react individually in how they deal with things emotionally,

such as feelings, values,

appreciation, enthusiasms, nrotivations, and attitudes. Referring back to the sequence of

activities described above, participants' learning of facts and theories about ASD, and
discussion

of

participants' experiences, resulted

in the participants'

receiving

oJ'

phenomena, or increasing their awareness regarding ASD and listening to others stories

and situations openly. The various discussions, readings, and interactive activities
reflected the parlicipanls' responding Ío phenomena, as they actively participated in the
group by introducing ideas and questioning new concepts. During each group activity, as

siblings presented their stories, each participant learned to value or become sensitive
toward others difïerences. Furthennore, as the participants were engaged in problemsolving activities, they were allowed to convene as a gt'oup and compare and contrast

different opinions ancl come up with ideas of how to resolve conflicts. This reflects

Bloom's stage of organizatioiz. In order to achieve this problern-solving action,

the

participants were required to explore Their internalizing values, or their personal, social,
and emotional states.
,\' ot
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Three key sources of infonnation were utilized to look at each child's needs and

to evaluate the progress and ultimate

success

of the sibling support group activities.

These included: (a) session observations, (b) parent and child informatìon fonns, and (c)
parent and child feedback fonns. While these methods were mostly qualitative in nature,

they proved useful for obtaining detailed, textured knowledge of the specific

and

individual needs in question, and provicled valuable infonnation regarding the effìcacy of
the Sibshop experience.
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Parent Information Form (see Appendix H) and Child

Information Form (see Appendix I) were administcred to parlicipants at the start of the
fìrst program session. The questions are a combination of open-ended and rating-based
formats. The facilitators provided guidance to those participants who needed assistance

completing these forms. The purpose
regarding the participants' reasons
participants' knowledge

of

of

for

these forms was

to provide

infonnation

attending the prograrn, the extent

autism, the primary areas

of

of

the

concem the parents have

concerning their son or daughter living with a sibling who has autism, as well as the
participants concems about living with a brother or sister with autism, and finally, the
desired outcome or goals of each participant.
Observation protocoL Observational information was recorded by the fäcilitator

during each meeting using an Observation Protocol (Weiss, 1997) (see Appendix J). The

protocol consists

of two sections: Section One includes infbnnation on context

background and activities, while Section Two requires the facilitator to provide ratings

key indicators such as program clesign,

of

irnplementation, disciplinary content,

cultule/equity, and overall ratings of each session. This protocol was intended to provide
consistency and structure

in the information reporled. As interventions (i.e., $oup

discussions, activities) were implemented

to deal with the children's feelings and

concems, the response of the group and the apparent ef-fectiveness of the methods used

was noted by the facilitator so as to provide an indication of whether the participants

were showing improvement in awareness, sensitivity, and other skills geared towards
increased understanding

of their siblings' autism

ancì the accorïpanying challenges.

While this inforniation was anecdotal in nature, it still achieved the prirnary purpose of
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the observation protocol ofkeeping an accurate account of the content and sequence of
activities presented during each session. In Section Two of the protocol, categories were
rated on a scale from 1 (not at all) to 5 (to a great extent). However, while Section Two

provided general information, it cannot be regarded as statistically viable since only one

facilitator completed the ratings.
Feedback

forms. At the end of the ten weeks, two separate program evaluation

forms were administered: a Parent Feedback Form (see Appendix

K) and a Child

Feedback Form (see Appendix L). The questions on these forms include a combination

of

open-ended and rating formats. These evaluation foms assessed the effectiveness of the

program from the children and parent's perspective, and whether any irnprovements or
changes should be made to the program

in the future. Each feedback f-om included a

rating scale on which the participants were to rate the group on a scale fi'orn 1 (very
dissatisfied) to 5 (ver)¡ satisfied) with respect to ten categories. In addition, each fèedback

ftrnn incorporated a goal attainment scale, the responses of which helped indicate
whether or not the clesired outcomes or goals

of

each parent and child (which they

indicated on the initial infonnation fonns) were achieved during their participation in the

program. The Parent Feedback Foms were sent home and filled out by each parent,

while the Child Feedback Foms were filled out bv each child durins the fìnal

session.

Facilitators assisted those children that needed help cornpleting the form. The information
documented on these forms
r,vhether the prograrn

will be shared with Autism Society Manitoba to determine

will receive ongoing funding

and support. Feedback regarding the

results of the progran-ì will also be given to the parents and their children via telephone.
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Analysis

Analysis of results was descriptive and qualitative. Basic descriptive statistics
were calculated for each rating category response on the feedback fonns in order to
evaluate participants overall satisfaction with certain aspects of the support group.

It is irnporlant to consider the diversity of each child's personality,
and social and cultural background when analyzing the information be

experiences,

it

the child

profiles, observations, or the evaluation responses. The questionnaires and observational
notes are intended to complement each other. The responses and information acquired

through these means were integrated while taking the farnily and age issues into
consideration. The analysis of the responses helped in the identification of problems and
concems as well as the goals and desired outcomes of the siblings and parents of children

with autism. For this

reason,

it

was irnportant

to take into

account the different

perspectives ofboth the children and parents.
Results

Actit ities

While several activities were conducted in the group, only the results of the most
rneaningful activities and their respective components will be presented here. Some of the

activities presented in the support group involved methods such as role-playing. For
example, one of the most durable of Sibshop discussion activities has been Dear Aunt

Blabby (Meyer & Vadasy, 1994). During this activity, the facilitators wrote letters that
were addressed to Aunt Blabby, an irnaginary advice columnist. Each letter containecl
comrnon problerns and scenarios encountered by other siblings of children with autisrn.

The letters were read and the parlicipants, drawing fì-om their own experiences, offered
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advice to Aunt Blabby about how she could help the writer. This activity essentially
placed the parlicipants in the role of 'expeft' on what it is like to have a brother or sister

with autisrn. The facilitators, while they accepted each participant's solution to

the

problems, encouraged the children to brainstorm as a group and reinforced suggestions

and strategies that were especially useful. An example of one

of the impressionable

letters was the followins:

Dear Aunt Blabby,

My little brother is alu;ays getting into my roont and wrecking my toys and
snf/. Mv mom doesn'Í ntalrc hinz clean it up or discipline him. She says he can't
clean it the vt'ay it's supposed to be cleaned and that he doesn't wreck my stuff on
pLu'pose. So, I altt,ays have to help clean up my own snf.f! Not to mention, I'nt
losittg all my.favotu'ite toys! llhat do I do with hint? What do I do about my toys?

I know,my

brothet" has autistn,

hú is this fairl

Signed, Frustrated

After reading this letter, one 13 year-old girl comrnented that she frequently
becomes frustrated because she feels as though she is treated unfairly. She described one

incident where her sister who has autism went into her room and wrecked 300 dollars

worth of CDs, but when she infonned her parents of her sister's rnisbehaviour, her
parents blamed her rather than her affècted sister

-

they told her that her sister couldn't

help her actions due to her autism and that it was her fault for not putting the CDs away
properly.

Another girl, 11 years-old, cornillented that often her brother wìth autism would
enter her room and mess it up, wreck toys, and take things that were not his. Instead

making her brother clean

it up, the parents

though she r.vas not the one who rnessed it up.

of

forced her to clean up her own room even
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An 1l year-old boy in the group comrnented that he often was not able to sleep
well due to the fact that his autistic brother would barge into liis room and wake him up

in the middle of the night. He indicated that rather than re-directing or disciplining his
autistic brother for doing this, his rnother would minimize the event and ask him to be

rnore sensitive towards his autistic brother's needs. This bov exoressed feelinss of
frustration over not beine heard and resentment towards his brother for causins his
distress.

In each of these instances, the participants were visibly upset and frustrated at the
fact that they were getting the 'short end of the stick' rnerely because their sibling had
autism. These children expressed to the facilitator that they rvished they had more privacy
and that members of their own farnily could respect their property. While these children
understood that their sibling had special needs and did not always perform these acts

intentionally, they did not view this as an adequate excuse

for overlooking, or

rninimizing, their feelings and opinions- When asked if they had expressed these concerns
to their parents, the participants said they rnay have had once or twice, but that during the

iime of the incident they felt somewhat guilty for exacerbating the situation by
cornplaining while their parents were dealing with their brother or sister. These types

conflicts were

a

comrnon theme among

all

parlicipants. These feelings

of

of

initial

frustration and neglect accompanied by guilt are common to siblings who have a brother

or sister with a disability. Unaffected siblings genuinely love their brother or sister and
becorne torn when faced

with perplexing and destructive behaviours. DeMeyer (1979)

as

well as Bagenhohn and Gillberg (1991), in their comparisons of siblings of children with
autism versus other disabilities and normal control groups, illuminated the same fact that
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siblings of children with autism generally experience a higher degree of feeling neglected
and have more instances of siblings disturbing them and breaking their belongings.

Another exercise which provoked insightful and emotive responses

fi-om

parlicipants was one which promoted discussion on how participants could communicate

their feelings and concerrs about having a sibling with ASD to their parents. First, the
facilitators had the parlicipants complete two worksheets. The fìrst one, entitled

'l Wish I

Could Tell My Parents That...'required participants to check ofïwhat feelings and/or
concerns they would like to express to their parents. The second one, entitled 'What My
Parents Need To Know About

Me...' required participants to tell their parents in writing

personal cletails about themselves (e.g., likes, dislikes, thoughts, feelings) that these

children feel rnay often be overlooked or forgotten as so much ernphasis is continually
being placed on their brother or sister with ASD.

The participants seemed to react positively to these activities

- each child related

to several of the issues/concerns listed on the worksheets. Some examples include: I wish

..."my brother was gone"; I wish..."l could give my brother anything he wants and take

hirn anyrvhere he wants";
feel..."frustrated when

I

I

dislike.

.

."Iïìy brother's crying";

I

fèel..."strange";

I

have to give things up to help rny brother". These responses

reflect siblings various feelings and concems, both negative and positive, regarding
having a brother or sister with ASD.

Another impressionable activity was

a simulation exercise tbcusing on the

sensory defìcits expedenced by individuals with ASD. This was an interactive activity
conductecl

by the tàcilitators with the purpose of having the participants feel as though

they were'walking in their siblings shoes'. Participants volunteel-ed to wear a scratchy
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rope around their neck (simulates sensitivity to touch: e.g., tag on shirt), and a mitten on

their non-dominant hand (sirnulates fine-motor coordination and tactile deficits), The
participant was then asked to attempt to spell a variety of words on a printed reading list

with their non-dominant hand while the other children made a lot of noise (sirnulates
auditory sensitivities) and a facilitator flicked fluorescent lights on and off repeatedly
(simulates visual sensitivities). Discussion

of what this

experience was

like for

the

children followed. Participants enjoyed this activity and remarked that it helped then to
understand more closely what

contributed

to siblings

it is like living with an autism

understanding

responds the way they do

spectrum disorder and it

of why their affected brother or sister acts or

in certain situations. For a detailed

account

of all of the

activities and topics explored in each session of theprogram referback to Appendix E.
Obsen¡ations

The infonnation documented by facilitators using the observation protocol
provided an accurate account of the content and procedure of each session. Based on the

infomation documented

in

Section One (context background and activities)

of

the

obsewation protocol it was detennined that the major activities of each session involved

a combination of (a) presentations by facilitators and participants (i.e., introduction of

topics/activities, reading workbooks),

(b)

hands-on/investigative activities (i.e.,

interactive games), (c) problern-solving activities (i.e., solution-focused exercises), (d)
reading/reflection/written communication (i.e., workbook activities), (e) exploration of
behavioural strategies/techniques (i.e-, role-playing), and
sports; snacks). As the group proglessed, emphasis

of

(f)

recreation (i.e., garnes;

session content shified fiom

reading and reflection and hands-on/investigative activities to activities involving rnore
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problenr-solving and exploration of strategies and techniques aimed at dealing with the
specifìc sibling issues.

In Section Two of the observation protocol, the facilitator used the infonnation
documented

number

in Section One, as well as any other pertinent observations, to evaluate a

of key indicators in five different categories (Design, lmplementation,

Disciplinary Content, Culture/Equity, Overall Design). This information was documented
as accurately as possible by the facilitator, however, given that the facilitator was acting

as both facilitator and evaluator, the results cannot be considered truly .objective and

unbiased; for this reason, the numerical ratings for each category are not presented.
Neverlheless, this information

still providecl valuable insight into the nature of

each

session.

in evaluating the overall design of

each session, this writer conclucled that (a) the

strategies used were appropriate for accomplishing the purposes of the support group, (b)
the sessions effectively built upon participants' knowledge of content, teaching, learning,

and/or the change process, (c) the design

of each session

encouraged a collaborative

approach to leaming, (d) the design of each session provided opporlunities for siblings to

consider applications

of resources, strategies, and techniques, (e) the design of

each

session appropriately balanced attention to multiple goals, and

(f)

structure were provided for reflection and for participants

share experiences and

to

adequate time and

insights.

The evaluation of the irnplementation of the suppofi group reflected that each
session (a) incorporated instructional strategies that were appropriate for the purposes

of

the support session and the needs of the child learners, (b) modelled questioning
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strategies that are likely to enhance the development of conceptual understanding (e.g.,
emphasis on higher-order questions; increasing awareness regarding autism; identifying

perceptions and misconceptions),

(c) followed a pace that was appropriate for

purposes

of the support/development and the needs of the participants, and (d)

enhanced

by the facilitators' background, experience and/or expertise on the

the
was

topics

covered.

In

evaluating the disciplinary content, or what topics regarding siblings and

autism were covered, of the program it was indicated that (a) content was appropriate for
the purposes of the session and the backgrounds and needs of the participants, (b) content

was appropriately presented/explored, (c) content was enhanced

by facilitators

understanding of concepts (e.g., in his/her dialogue with participants), and (d) degree

of

closure or resolution of conceptual understanding was appropriate for the purposes of
each session and the needs

of most of the participants. It is worth noting, however, that

while older participants obtained a certain degree

of

conceptual understanding and

resolution on sorne topics, the younger parlicipants, due to their developrnental level, had

a more difficult time with some of the more in-depth concepts (i.e., reasons for and
signifìcance of some of sibling's behaviours).

Evaluation

of the culture/equity of

demonstratecl (a) encouragement

of

respect

for participants'

each session indicated that each session

of active participation by all participants, (b) a climate

experiences, ideas, and contributions,

(c)

collaborative

working relationships among participants, as well as between facilitators and participants,
(d) that participants were intellectually engaged with important ideas relevant to the focus

of each session, (e) that participants were

encouraged

to generate ideas,

questions,
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(f) investigation
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and risk-taking were valued, and (g)

constructive criticism and the challenging of ideas were valued.

Whjle the content and irnpact of each session varied based on the session's
purpose,

it

was irnportant to consider whether each session was helping move the

participants in the desired direction--in this case, from having a basic understanding

of

issues related to autism and sibling relationships to being able to better recognize and
manage the feelings and situations that may arise between the participants and their

siblings and parents. With this in mind, the overall quality of each session was looked at

in o¡der to better evaluate its likely impact on participants' capacity for learning and skill
development. Factors considered included: (a) participants' ability to identify important
icleas related to characteristics and management

of autism, (b) parlicipants' understanding

of autism as a dynarnic body of knowledge generated and enriched by investigation
(probed

via

discussion/problem-solving/reflection activities),

(c)

participants'

understanding of how their brother or sister with autism thinks and learns; explanations

for

reactions, behaviours,

etc., (d) participants' ability to

plan/implement

strategies/techniques and use materials geared to rnanaging issues related

autism, (e) proactiveness

members' needs,

of

participants

and (Ð

in

to siblings'

addressing their own and other group

participants' understanding

of other

siblings

sìtuations/difficulties and appreciation that other children share similar concerns. The
content and sequence of activities of each session complemented the above factors to a
moderate degree, however, understandably, this fluctuated across sessions. The factor

which made the strorrgest irnpression on the par-ticipants was that they suddenly had

an

understanding of other siblings' situations and could take cornfort in the fàct that other
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children shared similar concerns. This was reflected bv both Darent's and child's
comments during the program and responses on the feedback forms.

The factors which seemed to be more difficult for the children were proactiveness

of the participants in addressing their own and other group members needs' and grasping
conceptual understanding of some of the higher-order questions. While each participant
eventually did volunteer their advice and opinions on the group's concerns, this took time
and had to be consistently encouraged and reinforced by the group facilitators. As the

goup progressed, and childlen became more comfortable with each other, participants
seemed

to become much more asseftive and inquisitive about their own and others'

situations. However, some of the young participants' age presented as a banier in tenns

of depth of understanding of their own situation as well as their siblings', and also in
terms of how well they understoocl the concepts presented in relation to these situations.

Facilitators did adapt the irnplementation and explanation of materials to best suit each
participant, however, some parlicipants' developrnental levels could not be transcended.

This is not to say that the more developrnentally immature participants did not come
away with something of value, for they certainly were eager to leam and express thoughts
on more basic concepts related to having a sibling with autism. Moreover, their exposure

to this infbnnation gave these younger children a foundation from which to work as they
continue to seek advice and acquire new inf-onnation regarding their siblings' special
needs.

As a cornplement to the infonnation recorded in Section One and Section Two of

the observation protocol, this writer documented anecdotal notes pertaining to
happenings

of

the

each session, including both fàcilitator and participant responses and
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account

of the process
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observation notes and comments is

provided in Appendix MInformation Forms

Both child and parent information lorms were designed to acquire background
infonnation (i.e., area of residence, number of children/siblings, reasons for coming, etc.)

as well as rnore f-undamental information (i.e., advantages/disadvantages

of

having

sibling with autism, areas of concern with having children/siblings with autism,
knowledge about autisrn, goals for family, etc.) in order to allow facilitators to tailor the
program activities to best address the most cdtical issues and answer the most pressing
questions. This allowed for more effìcient program design and irnplernentation.

Child respotxses. The first question asked of the children was why they thought
their parents enrolled them in the support group. This was a simple yet critical question

ìt allowed the facilitators to get a better idea of the children's perception of the gloup

as

and

their motivations for being there. While the answers varied slightly, 7 of the

8

participants seemed to acknowledge the positive intent of the program and understood

that its pulpose was to help the children better understand their brother or
Exarnples of responses included: "Because they thought

sister.

it would be good for me"; "To

learn about autistic kids"; "To help me understand my sister's disorder"; "So

I

can

understand what rny brother has".

Child participants responded to the question which asked if there was more they
wished they knew about their siblings' autism by stating the following: "How he thinks";

"I'd like to understand what he says"; "Ho\\, long will she have it?; Will she get over it?;
How did it come about?"; "There's a lot of questions, but I'm not sure how to explain/ask
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them";

"l

think I learned a lot so far"; "No"; "Not really"; "I think that because

I'll
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only

be in a house with rny brother for 4 more years, that I really clon't need to know much

more about it". While four parlicipants expressed arnbivalence about their being in the
group, the rest of the children posed valid and important questions.

When asked what was the best part about having a brother or sister with autism,
participants responded as follows: "'We get to spend more time as a farnily", "Seeing him

learn"; "There is no best thing"; "Good at computer and we get to go places with other

families"; "She's fun because

I play with her"; "Knowing

that you can help out with

sornething/that they are still your farnily and that they still love you even though they
aren't just like you"; "You get to go cool places"; "They're cute". The central thernes
among these responses were going to interesting places, spending more time as a farnily,

and seeing their autistic brother or sister learn.

A summary of the above comments is

provicled in Table 2.

When asked what was the hardest part about having a brother or sister with
autism, particìpants respondecl as f-ollows:

"lt's you can't watch t.v."; "Having to take

turns"; "Not being able to do stuff that you usually do with your brother or sister"; "Her
always snapping on me"; "Being mean"; "The confusion and stress in the house"; "When

my brother hits me--l always get confused about that part"; "His behaviour and rnissing
out on things". The central thernes that emerged from these responses were concems with

loss of privileges and freedorn, abnonnal sibling relationship, ancl negative behaviour
from their autistic sibling. A summary of the above comments is provided in Table 3.

The extent to which participants know about their brother or sister's condition

will

detennine

at what educational

stage the program shoulcl begin, and how
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A logical and important question

was whether the children felt they had a general idea of what autisrn was. Three of the 8

participants indicated "yes", they did know what autism was, while the other 5 indicated

"no", they dicl not. The three responses from the "yes" group were the following: (a)
Male, 9 yrs: "Autism is when the child is slow at talking but very smart", (b) Male, 8 yrs:

"Very artistic and has a bad temper", (c) Female,

I l yrs:

"lt

is a disability that affects the

way he thinks and communicates". It should be noted that factors such as age and access
to resources will influence how informed a child is regarding their siblings' disorder.
Child versus parent responses. With this in mind, the same question was posed to

the parents. That is, parents were asked whether they felt that their children had

an

adequate understanding of autism. Three of the eight parent sets indicated that "yes" their

child did have a general idea of what autisr¡ was, while three indicated their children did

"not", and two parent sets said they felt their children had a lirnited understanding of
autism. It should be noted that facilitators requested that the parents complete the fonns
as a couple.

While each fonn is signed by both parents, it remains uncertain whether each

farnily cornplied with this request. Nevertheless, both parents of each child are referred to
as a 'parent set' throughout this thesis.

When comparisons wele made between the child and parent responses
same family,

it was discovered that not all child

of the

and parent responses were congruent.

For example, of the five children that indicated that they did not have an understantiing

of

autism, two parent sets agreed, one parent set indicated "yes" their child did have
unclerstanding, one parent set indicated that their child had an experiential understanding

only, while one parent set felt that their children understood a little bit about autism. This
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finding underscores the fact that in some cases parents and their 'unaffected' children do

not have the same understanding of autism. This rnay be due to variety of

reasons,

including minimal education within the family regarding the disorder, and in tum, be
attributed to a lack of resources on the disorder and/or a lack of awareness regarding the
importance of educating their children on their siblings' condition.

In response to the question whether there was adequate autism resources in their
area,

5 of the 8 parent sets said "yes", while 3 said "no"- The child participants of the

parents who answered "no" had indicated that they did not have a general idea what
autism was. This was congruent with these children's parents who also indicated that
they did not think their children had an adequate understanding of their siblings'disorder.

Of the 5 parent sets who indicated that there were adequate resources in their area, one

still did not feel their child had understandine of autism. However. this mav have been
due to failure to educate the child rather than poor access to resources.

Seven out of the 8 parent sets indicated that they had made an effoft to educate

their children on autism either through books, videos, and/or discussions. One parent set
indicated that

it

had never occurred to them to educate their child on the topic. Not

surprisingly, their child was one

of

those participants who indicated they did not

understand their siblings' disorder. These particular parents commented that they were so

immersed in dealing with their autistic child's neecls, and their nonnal son was still so
young, that the thought of educating the unaffected sibling about his brothers' disorder

did not even cross their rninds. These parents expressed feelings of guilt over not
recognizing

or

addressing

theil unaffected child's lack of knowledge regarding his
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the future.

Chíldren's areas o.f concern Child participants were asked to list the areas of
concern that they had regarding their brother or sister's autism. The cornmon themes

which ernerged from the responses in order of priority included: (a) Negative behaviour

fiom sibling (i.e., "breaking things", "running away"; "acting out in public"; "hitting,
pinching, biting"; "hurting others and thernselves"; "crying"), (b) Difficulty playing
together; and (c) Bullying (i.e., "she always wants her channel on t.v. and her radio
station of choice";

"l

don't want him telling me what to do"). These responses reflect

concerrs which stem from the comrnon impainnents seen in autism such as clifficulties in
social interaction, cornrnunication, play, and behaviour.

Parenl expectat[ons

o.f the

group experience. When asked what theyhoped to gain

for thernselves and their children by participating in the support group, parents' responses
reflected the following thernes: (a) That children would gain better understanding about
autism; (b) that children woulcl leam to get along better with their affected sibling, and
understand more about his/her behaviours and feelings; (c) That their child would
experience other children's thoughts and feelings about having a brother or sister with
autism; to realize that they are not alone in facing the concerns and issues they may have.

Similarly, when asked what specific things parents would like their children to
learn by participating

in the support group, parents'

responses reflected

the following

themes: (a) How to interact better with sibling--be rnore patient and learn how to play
together; (b) for the child to understand why their brothers or sisters act the way they do;

(c) to get ideas and strategies about how to deal effectively with concerns or issues they
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rnay have; and (d) to know that there are other families like theirs and that their children
are not the only ones

with

a

sibling with special needs.

Parent's arecrs o.f concern Parents were asked to list the main areas of concem
they had regarding their children living with a sibling with autism. The common themes

that emerged, in order of frequency, included the following: (a) Negative behaviour from

affected sibling (i.e., physical and verbal aggression, teasing, bullying); (b) Poor
conununication skills (i.e., child not knowing how to talk to autistic sibling; autistic

siblings' absence of, or limited, speech/language); (c) Difficulty playing together (i.e.,
taking turns); (d) Personal space issues (i.e., for child to have own personal space where
autistic sibling cannot dictate things; respect of privacy); and (e) Inability to go places
a

as

farnily (i.e., due to autistic siblings' problematic behaviour; lack of patience; difficulties

with noises, crowds; financial costs).

In concordance with the above

areas

of concern, parents were then askecl to list

specific goals they would like to see regarding these issues. These goals will be addressed

in the goal attainrnent section.
Feedback Fornts

Cltild feedback. The feedback fon¡s administered to each child participant were
structured

to provide answers regarding the participants' perceptions regarding their

satisfaction with their experience in the program as well as the overall quality of the
prograln content.
Ratings. Basic descriptive statistics for participants' rating of the group based on
each

of ten categot'ies can be found in Table 4. Categories are rated from I (very bad) to

5 (ver)¡ eood). Meeting time and length of program received mean ratings of 3 and3.l
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respectively, with the only cornplaints being that children wished the meeting times were

more frequent and longer in duration. The question regarding the number and ages of

kids included in the group received a rnean rating of 3.7 with the only significant
complaint being from a young parlicipant who suggested including more girls her age.

Activities were well received with a mean rating of 4.7. Perception of leaders/facilitators
was positive with a ûìean of 4.7. Information about ASD was seen as adequate with a

Irean of 3.3. The extent to which the group helped participants' feelings about their
brother or sister as well as other family members were positive with rteans of 4.2 and 4,
respectively. Most participants felt the group helped them leam about themselves, giving
a mean rating of 3, while the overall quality of the program was seen as being positive

(mean:4.2).
Age and gender influences. It should be noted that due to the length of the forms,

the nature of the questions, their writing ability and developmental level, several of the
younger child participants had a more diffìcult tirne reflecting on the meaning of their
experiences

in the group, whereas tlie older participants demonstrated better ability

respond to these questions. As a result, rnany

of the

to

answers plovicled on the child

feedback forms were vague and lacking in elaboration.

When asked how the group meetings helped them think of their brother or sister,

many of the younger parlicipants did not know how to respond, whereas the older
participants tended to contribute more insightful answers. For example, three younger
participants did not respond at all and two indicated they did not know. One 8 year-old
fernale participant simply stated that the rneetings helped her understand her autistic
sibling better. In contrast, one

l3 year-old female parlicipant indicated that

the meetings
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helped her recognize that her autistic sister is her own person and that she has feelings

and a mind of her own. The nature of these responses underscores the fact that the
opportunities and activities experienced at the program

will vary depending on the age

and developmental level of the participant, and that by including participants with such a

wide range of ages, there is a risk of running into a considerable gap in terms of what the

participants are getting out

of the group

process. This developmental gap could be

noticed across all of the feedback questions, but was most pronounced when children
were asked to indicate to what extent their goals or areas of concem regarding their
autistic sibling had been addressed during the prograrn. Only two child participants
answered these goal-oriented questions (recorded in goal attainment section).

The rest of the parlicipants seemed unable to spontaneously indicate whether their
goals were being met. However, this is not to say that the effècts of the program on the

participants were not noticeable. Each of the parlicipants, especially the younger ones,
seemed to be better able to communicate verbally their concems and experiences through

the group's various activities and interactive games. This is not surprising; usually
children

in their

younger years are much üìore expressive when involved

in play

compared to being subjected to a direct question presented in a 'schoolwork-like' written

format. Based on workbook and play activity responses, participants revealed a wide
range of concerns and issues regarding living with a brother or sister with ASD. This

included experiencing both negative and positive feelings such as neglect, guilt,
frustration, anger, resentment, as well as a sense of pride, confidence, and respect. The

details

of individual workbook responses cannot be presentecl

here as these were
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in confidence within the group and were taken home by participants to keep
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as

their personal thought diaries.
The age gap within the sibling group stretched across the eligible range, with the
youngest participant being 8 years old and the oldest being 14 years old. The implications

of developmental level have already been discussed. Children will leam and

respond

differently depending on which level of development and maturity they are at. Moreover,
younger children

will

express different interests than older children. For example, while 8

and 10 year-olds may enjoy colouring and crafts, this may not appeal to 12 and 74 yearolds. Similarly, gender is another factor that will influence what activities are suitable for

a given purpose. Males and females will undoubtedly express different interests and
opinions. Female parlicipants were also more expressive and willing to reveal their
emotions and concems compared to the rnales, the rnajority of whorn preferred to simply

play garnes and have fun.

This factor of individual prefèrence based on age and gender was

addressed

within the context of the sìbling group by presenting the participants with different
options. For example, when presenting activities, facilitators woulcl either give
participants more than one choice or adapt the activity so that it would apply to all ages.
For example, while the boys were engaged in free-play (i.e., playing tag, sports, etc.), the

girls usually prefèred to participate in the snack preparation. An activity designed to
address sibling concerns would involve illustration and colouring,

to appeal to younger

participants, as well as written comrnunication and reflective dìscussion, to appeal to the
olcler participants. The rnajority of the tirne, participants would contribute to all aspects

of

the activity. The fact that there were three facilitators made this flexibility in program
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implernentation more feasible; although rarely necessary, facilitators could easily split-up
and accommodate separate sub-groups when necessary. However, when all participants
were involved a single group, all three facilitators were facilitating the group as a team,
sometimes with each assuming a different responsibility or task (i.e., one presents an

activity; one prepares a snack; one coaches/assists palticipants).

Attitude

is

another factor

to

consider. What

is the motivation

behind the

participants' presence at the group? Do they want to be there? Fortunately, 7 of the

8

parlicipants in this case showed an overt interest and enthusiasm towards being a part of
the group. The one exception was a male adolescent (14 years-old) whose parents were
more interested in his participation in the program than he was. However, over time, even

this young rnale adjusted his attitude somewhat and becarne involved in the group's
activities. In fact, this boy eventually adopted the role of peer helper, as he would often
assist the younger children

with activities.

Tlte ntost liked parr of

úe sibling program. The children were asked to identify

the parl of the sibling program they like the best. Table 5 presents their choices. The

things liked the rnost by the children, in order of frequency included: activities (e.g.,

crafts, games, snack-time, etc.), friends, playtime (e.9., free-play, sports)

and

leaming/discussion. These results are sirnilar to those reported in Dyson's (1998) study in

which pafiicipants indicated their favourite thing about the sibling group as being
activities, followed by sporls and games, friends, and discussion times.
Parent.fëedback. The feedback forms administered to each parent were structured

to provide answers regarding the parents' perceptions regarding their satisfaction with
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their children's experience in the proglam as well as the overall quality of the program
content.

Ratings. Basic descriptive statistics for parents' rating of the group based on each

of ten categories can be found in Table 6. Categories are rated from

I

(very dissatisfied)

to 5 (verl¡ satisfied). Parents' rnean rating of the meeting time was 4.3 with the

sole

it

was

complaint being from parents

of a

14-year-old participant who indicated that

perhaps a good time to meet but not great for a teenager (too early). The length of the

program and group composition were seen as adequate with mean ratings of 4.7 and 4.4,

respectively. The parent perceptions

of the activities/content of the program and

communication/contact with leaders were given mean ratings
one parent parlicipant inclicated that

it would

of

have been better

4.1 and 4.5; however,

if

they had been more

informed about what was covered and when, as their child was not fonhcorning. Overall,
parents saw the gloup as having a significant impact on their child's knowledge of autism

spectrum disorders. As for the group's impact on their child's feelings towards their
brother/sister or othel farnily members, the parents saw this as slightly less clear, giving
these categories' mean ratings

of 3.8 and 3.6, respectively. This was also the case for

parent perception of group's impact on the child's self-irnage (mean: 3.8). One parent
made the point that their child's self-image was all tied up with just being a teenager.
Change and irnprovement in these few categories is more difficult to establish, as was

indicated by one parent participant who commented that their perceptions on these areas
were very mixed and

it would likely take time to see these effects

emerge. Parents saw

the group as having a positive impact on concerns regarding their child (rnean: 4.3) and
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their own awareness of their child's needs (mean: 4.0). As for the overall quality of the
prograrî, all of the parents were very positive (mean: 4.5).
Goal Attainntent

While the primary purpose of the support g'oup was to provide general education
and awareness regarding ASD to its participants, the facilitators strived further to address

the areas of concern that were more specific to each parlicipant. In order to

assess

whether these goals were being addressed and positive change was being

seen,

parlicipants were asked to indicate to what extent their goals were attained since being
involved in the support group.

This goal attainment was assessed using a basic scale rating--participants were
asked to rate attainment of each goal on a scale ranging fi'om

-3 (not at all) to 3 (very

rnuch) with a rating of 0 inclicating that the goal was attained satisf'actorily. Since these

latings are simplistic and do not reveal the reasons or explanations behind thern, they
were cofftplemented by a follow-up question which asked participants to ìndicate what,

if

any, part of the program helped in achieving these goals and what kind of irnprovements

they had seen between farnily rnernbers. It should be noted that six parent sets answered
the goal attainment section, while two did not due to their failure to retum the feedback

form. In addition, only two child participants answered this section, despite the return of
all child feedback fonns (This was likely due to the cornplexity of the scale).

Child goals. Only two of the eight participants answered the goal attairunent
question. The central goals of these participants along with their ratings and outcome
descriptions are outlined in Table 7. One

I

year-old female parlicipant indicated that her

goals of understanding her sibling better and being able to play better were adequately
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attained (ratings: 2), and her goal not to fight as much with her sibling was attained very

much (rating: 3). This participant supported these ratings by commenting that she and her
affected sibling get along better, don't fight as rnuch, and she understands her sister a lot
better.

A l3 year-old female participant listed

her goals as being better able to understand

her autistic sister's situation, and to be able to act "nicer" towards her sister.

She

indicated that both these goals were attained satisfactorily (ratings: 1). She supported her
ratings by commenting that she did not get angry with her sister as easily because she felt
she knew her situation better now.,

Parental goals. The parental goals along with their ratings ancl outcome
descriptions are outlined in Table 8. One family outlined goals for their children as
see improved play

(l)

To

skills with sibling, (2) for child to be sensitive towards autistic brother,

and (3) for child to give personal space to autistic brother. These parents indicated that

goal 1 was attained satisfactorily in that their child was now more aware of his brother's
behaviour and could thus be more patient with hirn during play; goal 2 was indicated as
irnproving but still needing some work in that the 'normal' child still needed to work on
being more sensitive towards autistic sibling; goal 3 was given a rating

of l, with

the

parents indicating that the child was learning to give his autistic brother more personal

space. Parents

of this child indicated that having a written notebook with

useful

information to recall when needed was very helpful for the family, especially since their
'normal' son preferred and learned best through written communication.
Another family indicated the following goals: (1) that their son gain a greater
awareness

of PDD, (2) that their child begin to understancl his own power, age, size

and

ability, especially in relation to his autistic brother, ancl (3) that their child work on
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including autistic brother more. Each of these goals was given a rating of 1 suggesting
improvement in all three areas. These ratings were supported by parents comments that

their son is now naming the disorder and more effectively dealing with the chaos in the
home more clearly, although he still needs to address his part

in all of it. They

also

indicated that the sensory issues activity (i.e., weighted vests) made a lasting impression

on their son; he used the word 'autism' for fìrst time when discussing his brother with
friends; he has started to back off and help his autistic brother or let him do what he
needed to do, thus showing more awareness.

Another family stated the following goals: (1) for child to meet other siblings who
shared similar experiences, and (2) for child to have better understanding of autisrn. The
parents indicated that both goals were attained very much (ratings: 3). These ratings were

reinforced by the parent's comments that their son seems much more tolerant and
understanding of his autistic brother, is more patient, and now recognizes that his brother
has special needs, and overall, he was reportedly having a much better understanding

of

the disorder.

Another farnily indicated goals as:

(l) that child would have a

better

understanding of autism and talk with autistic brother, and (2) that child would be able to

tell his friends about autism. Goal 1 was ratecl as being attained well (rating: 2) while
goal2 was rated as more than satisfactory (rating l). These ratings were supported by the
parent's comments that their child seems more cornf'ortable with his autistic brother and
actually takes time to talk to him: "He actually assumes that his brother is listening now".

Another family specifìed the following goals: (1) for child to get along and
interact better with her autistic sibling, (2) for child to learn more about autism at lier
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level of understanding, and (3) for child to realize that there are other brothers and sisters

with affected siblines and that their life is similar to hers. The narents indicated in their
cornments that the fìrst two goals were attained more than satisfactorily (rating: 1), while
the third goal was attained well (rating: 2). Supporting comrnents included that there was

now better cornmunication between sisters and they argued less; child was now working
harder to find interests and activities to do with her older (affected) sister; and the child
had improved her knowledge about autism and had some important questions answered.

Another farnily indicated the following goals: (1) That daughter would have more
knowledge and understanding of autistic behaviour so that she doesn't resent hirn, (2) For

child to deal with autistic siblings' physically aggressive behaviour in an appropriate
way, that is to learn strategies and/or to re-direct behaviour, and (3) That child has own
personal space where autistic brother cannot clictate things (i.e., "radio

off'). The parents

documented that the above goals were attained satisfactorily (rating: 0). Supporting
comments included that through the Sibshop their daughter was able to gain knowledge

and understanding of her brother's behaviour, reactions and feelings, and that talking
about these issues indirectly through games and activities made the experience fun and
comfortable.

In

evaluating the above goals, the desire

increased awareness and understanding

of

for the 'nonnal' child to

acquire

autisrn spectrun disorders surfaces as

a

prìmary concem. Other areas of concem include communication, play, respect of privacy,
and peer relations. Again, while there is no real statistical power to these answers, the

responses

by

parents

still

indicate

a noticeable

improvement

in their children's

understancling/awareness of autism and interactions with their affected sibling. Of course,
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the information given was anecdotal, and parents may have ernbellished their responses

in an effort to support the program and 'please' the facilitators who had just invested

a

significant amount of time and effoft into their children's well-being (Social Desirability
effect). Nevertheless, the fact remains that each family acknowledged significant changes

in their family relationships, indicating the positive impact that the sibling support group
made on the families involved. While these findings do not have any statistical power,
they rnay be viewed as first-person testimonies to the power of the group process.

progrant Evaluatior: How Did

l4te

oo:tt""tto"

In addition to providing emotional and social support to siblings of children with
autism spectrum disorders, the purpose of this study was to evaluate how efTective Meyer
and Vadasy's Sibshop model was at accornplishing this task. An integrated supporl group

was initiated and its effect evaluated by both the parent and sibling participants. The
support group, using games, activities, recreational and social times, and discussions,
provided opporlunities to share experiences, to develop strategies for resolving sibling

conflicts, and to foster the formation of reciprocal peer relationships

in an effort

to

improve social developrnent between the child participants and their affècted siblings.

The support group resulted

in

signifìcant learning

fbr the sibling

participants. In

particular, siblings leamed about ways to improve their relationships and interactions

with their affected brother or sister and develop a greater understanding and ernpathy for
people with autism spectrum disorders, and disabilities in general. In addition, the parents

of the children indicated that they had learned new things about farnily clynamics in
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relation to autism, and had seen improvements in a variety of areas in their children's
interactions with each other.
The need .for services

/or siblings

o.f

cltildren witlt atúisnz. The positive response

rate to the advertisernents, and the fact that facilitators had to refuse some families
requests to attend the program due to over-capacity, is an indicator that the need for a

group such as this one is significant. Other indicators include the positive responses and

high level of participation by the siblings involved, the rnyriad of issues which ernerged

for each participant, and their willingness to educate themselves on their brother's or
sister's disorder and to learn how to better manage the difficulties that come with having
a brother

or sister with autism.

Program conceptualization. The rationale behind the sibling support group here
was based on that of Sibshops; that is, to provide a group setting in which siblings have

the opporlunity to meet other kids with similar situations, and can openly express their
concems about living with a brother or sister wlio has special needs. The support group

reported here successfully adapted the activities and games suggested by the Sibshop

model to address autism-specific issues as clifÏèrent from special needs in general. The
intended clientele, siblings of children with autism, was successfully identified, recruited,
and sustained throughout the length of the program.

Progrant intplententation. In order to successfully adapt the Sibshop model's
activities and games to acldress the needs of siblings of children with autism, fàcilitators

of the group, in

adclition

to applying knowledge based on personal experience with

autism, administered an information fonn at the start of the program in order to get

better idea

of the parlicipants'

a

backgrounds, concerrìs, and goals. This information
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provided facilitators with a foundation to work from to address the ìssues that were at the

forefront for each participant, namely, what areas of concem should be ernphasized, and
what types of activities would be considered fun and beneficial to these children. Thus,

while some topics were relevant to special needs in general, such as over-identification,

guilt and embarrassment, and feelings of loss and isolation, the underlying causes of
these feelings were quite different

in the case of siblings of children with autism. ln

to

autism were addressed, such as irnpairment in

addition, diffìculties specific

communication, social interaction, play, sensory and coordination issues, and various
behaviour problems.

Another important consideration is the fìdelity of proglarn implementation. The

fidelity of implementing the program is a crucial component of all program evaluation,
particularly with respect to replicability. As there was no control group in this study, it

will be helpful to atternpt to tease out fàcilitator "self-fulfilling" effect from "program
effect" and the extent of the role each played in the program. For example, given that
each fàcilitator had

a personal investment in the nature and irnplications of

autism

is a risk of personal bias influencing repofting of

results.

spectrum clisorders, there

However, f-or this salne reason, each topic and related activity was implenrented in such a

way that the facilitators were motivated to invest a personal interest in the topics, thus
leaving a rnore rneaningful and pervasive irnpression on each participant. If the program

were adopted and implernented
considerable variability

by

alternative researchers, there would likely be

in effect and results depending on the researchers' personal

investment in the topic of autism. Thus, it can be assumed that although more personally
biased, the effect of having facilitators who are personally involved with the efïects

of
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living with autism in the family will have a more significant effect and result in a more
positive overall experience for the participants.
Conversely, due to the facilitator's personal investment in the program, there is a

higher risk of producing "selÊfulfilling" results. Throughout the prograln sessions, only

one facilitator assumed an evaluator role, which, although not eliminating

it,

did

rninirnize the chances of facilitator effect in the evaluation process. as this facilitator was

able assume a Írore observational role while the other two facilitators were strictly
involved in conducting the activities. This risk of producing "self-fulfilling" results is
most evident on measures which are used solely by the facilitator in evaluating the group
(i.e., observation protocol), which is why the ratings on the observation protocol were not
reported (as they are statistically invalid and unreliable). However, other measures such

as infonnation fonns and feedback fonns, which are voluntarily filled out by each

participant, represent greater evidence

of

"program effècts". Also, the

personal

testimonies of participants, although not measurable, offer sorne additional credence to

the positive effects this prograrn had on their families. This is especially true of the
parents, as they were not as intimately involved

observers themselves

-

observers

in the support group, but rather, were

of the effècts the prograrì was having on their

children's interactions within the family and with the affected sibling(s) at home.
Program outconre. The observations fiom fàcilitators and positive feedback frorn
siblings and their parents lend support to the effectiveness of the sibling support group
and to the contention that the sibling supporl group reporled here delivered the intended
services to the intended persons successfully.
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Most participants' preferred activities related to learning about their siblings'
disorder and ways to better interact with and support their brother or sister, as well as the

opportunity to socialize with peers and to share similar experiences about living with

a

sibling with an autism spectrum disorder. Fun and games was also a strong attraction for

the participants as they allowed the siblings to be themselves

in a restriction-free

environment.

Thus, the Sibshop support group model, adapted to the needs

of siblings of

children with autism, can effectively (a) provide brothers and sisters of children with
autism an opportunity to meet other siblings in a relaxed, recreational setting, (b) provide

brothers and sisters with opportunities to discuss coûìmon joys and concerns with other
siblings of children with autism, (c) provide brothers and sisters with an opportunity to
leam how others handle situations commonly experienced by siblings of children with
autism, (d) provide siblings with an opportunity to leam more about the implications

of

their brothers' and sisters' special needs and how to efTectively deal with thern, and (e)

provide parents and other professionals with opportunities to leam more about the
conceírs and opportunities frequently experienced by the brothers and sisters of people

with autism. The plogram clearly benefited siblings of children with autisrn spectrum
disorders, as well as their parents. The results thus demonstrate that effèctive support
groups can help to address the needs of these children and their families by providing
them with knowledge about disabilities and the skills to cope with their unique situations

resulting fiorn their brother or sister's disorder.
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Limitations
In the present study we probed siblings' perceptions of what it is like living with a
brother or sister who has autism. In turn, these siblings had the opportunity to realize that
other children, just like them, share similar experiences. Furtherrnore, the support group

provided these siblings with a chance to empathize--to gain a better understanding and
appreciation for others as well as their brothers or sisters. Based on the positive feedback

of

and experiences reported by the participants and their families, and the observations

the children's enthusiasm and active participation, this sibling support group can be seen

as successful in meeting its objectives. However, this is not to say that this study is

without inherent limitations. Variables such as bias, sample size and recruitrnent, age,
gender, temperament, and fàmily values

all

contribute

to the cornplexity of

the

irnplernentation, evaluation and interpretation of this study's results.

Facilitator bias. Throughout the length of the program, three individuals
facilitated the group together; while two assumed a strictly facilitative role, the writer
served a dual role throughout the implernentation of the sibling support group--that

of

facilitator and that of evaluator. This dual role poses a risk in the interpretation of the
effectiveness

of the program's

methods. Naturally, the facilitator/evaluator wants the

group to be a success irrespective the shortcomings of the program. However,

it

is

difficult to adopt a purely objective point of view on the effectiveness of the program
components when the person whose purpose is to evaluate the program also plays an
active role in facilitating the group process. When documenting events and evaluating the

different components of the prograrn, the evaluator made a concerted conscious eff-ort to

be as dispassionate and fair as possible. More specifically, the facilitator/evaluator
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quality of the program with the intent of identifzing the shortcomings of the

program so as to provide an opportunity to improve upon these shortcomings for future
prograrnming. The evaluator would not be acting

in the best interest of the children

involved or the program itself if he reported inaccurate results (i.e., rating everything
positive when

in fact there

as

were inherent weaknesses). Fortunately, there were two

additional individuals fàcilitating

the group. This was an

advantage

as

the

facilitator/evaluator could 'stand back' and assume the 'evaluator' role more often, while
the two additional facilitators administered the interventions. Nevefiheless, results would

have been more valid had a coder naïve to the study been recruited

to

analyze the

children's responses.
Sample size. The small sample size rnade

it difficult to yield any statistically

significant results. This shortcoming was inevitable due to the fact that support groups,
based on Meyer and Vadasy's model, generally should not exceed twelve participants to

help ensure group cohesion. Having too rnany parlicipants in the group would have
compromised the quality of ser-vices provided to the children rnakir.rg

and individualized experience, and more diffìcult

to

establish

of eight participants

made it

for the

friendships within the group. This group's composition

it a less personal

parlicipants

possible for facilitators to provide more individualizecl attention and instruction, leading
to a more meaningful experience for the child participants.

Recnilntent. The participants were recruited as volunteers thus yielding
convenience sample which is not truly representative

a

of the population of siblings of

children with autism in Winnipeg. Those farriilies who responded to the advertisements
cannot be considerecl truly representative as they rnay be diffèrent

in various

respects,
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such as socioeconomic status, gender and ethnic background from those who were not

involved in the program. For instance, the families who responded likely had better
access

to autism-related resources and rnay have been more 'open' to exposing their

farnily difficulties and issues and more willing to receive assistance than those families
who opted not to be involved. Moreover, solre families may have chosen not to attend
the program due to the fact that they lived in a rural location or did not have access to

transpoftation,

or simply, because they had not had the opportunity to

see the

advertisement. These are valid issues in the recruitment of participants and they should be
taken into consideration when evaluating the motivations behind their participation in the
program.

Age and developmental level. The ages of participants in this support group
ranged fi-orn 8

to

14 years-old. As mentioned earlier, age of parlicipants should not be

overlooked as differences

in both chronological

age and developmental levels can

influence how an individual perceives, conceptualizes and ultimately responds to

an

intervention. Ef'for1s were made to provide parlicipants with information based on a level
that would benefìt them, such as providing a valiety of activities in several modalities and

providing the option of dividing into more concentrated sub-groups based on

age-

However, while this considerable gap in age was a challenge to accommodate, the
idea of nanowing of tlie age range of future groups needs to be weighed with counter
considerations. The participants in this support group had siblings, both with and without

autism, considerably younger
Theref-ore, the inclusion

siblings' experience

or older

chronologically and/or developmentally.

of a wide range of ages among participants actually allows the

in the group to resemble their real life

experience at home.
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Furthennore, according to Lev Vygotsky (1978), the life long process of development is
dependent on social interaction and social learning and actually leads

to

cognitive

development. According to theories developed by Vygotsky, problern solving and other

skills can be placed into three categories:

(l)

those perfonned independently by the

student; (2) those that cannot be performed even with help; and (3) those that fall
between the two extremes, tasks that can be perfonned with help from others. This last

category is what Vygotsky (1978) calls the Zone of Proxirnal Developrnent (ZPD), the
dornain in which the student is ready to grow. Appropriation is necessary for cognitive
developrnent within the zone of proxirnal developrnent. Individual's parlicipating in peer

collaboration or guided teacher instruction, or a combination of the two as in the support
group conducted here, must share the same focus in order to access the zone of proxirnal
developrnent. "Joint attention and shared problern solving is needed to create a process

of

it

is

cognitive, social, and ernotional interchange" (Hausfather, 1996, p.2). Furthennore,

essential that the paúners be on difïerent developrnental levels and the higher level

partnerbeawareof thelower'slevel. If thisdoesnotoccur,orif onepartnerdominates,
the interaction is less successful (Driscoll, 1994; Hausfather, 1996). One way in which

these thinking and communications skills can be nurtured

is

through scaffolding.

Scaffolding essentially means doing some of the work for the student who isn't quite
ready to accomplish a task independently.

In the case of the sibling

support group,

facilitators assist the participants by fostering peer relationships, and these participants

then continue learning collaboratively u,ith their peers. Thus, based on Vygotsky's
theory, the inclusion

of siblings with

reasonable cleveloprnental discrepancies

in

the

support group conducted here is potentially conducive to higher and lnore effective
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learning, as it can provide opporlunities for siblings to work on scaffòlding, which they
are actually expected to do, without training, in their respective home situations.

Du'ation. There are some additional potential disadvantages to sibling groups, in
general. For example, some children who may be confronting a wide range of issues, or
are sirnply shy, may feel that the duration of a support group is insufficient. In order to

minimize this problem, the sibling support group reported here ran for ten consecutive
weeks. This proved to be arnple time for the children to 'wann-up' to each other, "be
themselves", and be cornfortable sharing their thoughts and feelings. However, each

of

the eight participants presented with a range of issues regarding living with a sibling with

autism. While the facilitators and participants addressed these issues, they did not have
adequate resources or time to adequately address

all of thern. In fàct, ten rr-reetings likely

only scratched the surface of the ever-changing and lifelong challenges of living with

a

sibling who has an autism spectrum disorder.
Slcill acquisition. The lirnitecl time frame for the Sibshop group makes

it more

difficult for skill acquisition to occur and for the benefrts of the program to generalize
and/or sustain improvement over time. This is an inevitable obstacle of any learning
experience that is time-limited.
them? Or

will

these skills fade

Will we reÍlember the skills we learned

and how to use

with time? Participants came away frorn this group with

a

better understanding of their siblings' disorcler, and the rnajority found themselves to
have improved interactions with their sibling. This was indicated
responses provided

by fèedback

by both the parents and the children. in an efïort to sustain

and

the

knowledge and strategies taught during the group, fàcilitators provided an individualized

workbook to each chilcl and a resource booklet to each parent. In addition, participants
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contacting each other

if they wanted.
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of

These corrponents cannot teach skills, but rather,

were added with the intention of providing participants with a resource which they could
make reference to outside of the sibling group setting.

Parricipation. Finally, the group may vary widely with respect to level of
participation. During the sibling support group, parlicipants varied

in their level of

participation in the group activities and initiation of conversation about theirs and others'
concerns. The facilitators accommodated each participant the best they could by allowing
them to express their thoughts at their own pace, and by presenting matedals that would
appeal to a range of ages and learning styles. However, these effbfts cannot transcend the

temperament and personality

of the individual, and it is these traits that could

significantly influence how the participants will respond to the group process.
Utùque Aspects

This support group for siblings of children with autism was the first of its kind ìn

Winnipeg, MB. While local hospitals have provided

in

themselves, these events were not realistically

to foster an ongoing learning

process and did not provide opportunities for

workshops geared towards autism,

meant

in the past one or two-day

cohesive relationships to be fomed by the children and the facilitators involved.

How is this supporl group unique in cornparison to Meyer and Vadasy's Sibshop
model? In addition to addressing the needs of siblings of brother's and sister's 'uvhich
apply to special needs in general, this support group adapted the activities suggested by
Meyer and Vadasy to address the specifìc needs, concerns, and characteristics of siblings

of brother's and sister's with autism spectrum clisorders. For instance, while the group
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meeting

unrealistic expectations as a sibling, etc., this $oup also considered specific autismrelated issues such as lack

of, or limited

speech, inadequate play skills, impaired

comrnunication, social defìcits, sensory sensitivities, and puzzling behaviours such

as

unusual routines, rituals, and body movements. Placing emphasis on autism spectrum
disorders in particular allowed for a more specific goal-oriented approach to leaming as
opposed to addressing a plethora

of

issues relating

to a wide range of special

needs.

Clearly, Sibshops adclressing special needs of any kind are invaluable, however, the
premise of organizing a group designated to autism spectrum disorders was to emphasize

the idea that the more specific the program components are to the special need in
question, the more far-reaching and positive the effects will be on the siblings.
Furthenr.lore, while Meyer and Vadasy's Sibshop outline incorporates a feedback

form at the program's conclusion, this form is limited in depth, and is not preceded by

a

source of background infonnation on each family or expectations of the participants. In
an effort to improve on these aspects the support group reported here elaborated upon the

feedback fonn by incorporating a goal attainment scale, and adding an infonlation fonn
at the beginning of the program. This suppofi group, while similar to that conducted by

Dyson (1998), made an additional and recommended contribution to research about
sibling program effects by incorporating the parents' input and evaluations of program
effectiveness. Furthermore, to strengthen the longevity of the effects of the group, each

child was provided with a workbook, containing the various activities completed during
the program. This provided participants with a tangible record

of the their

personal

accornplishments. Parents also indicated that the inclusion of this workbook was helpful
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gave them an idea as to what their child was learning each week. These additional

components allowed facilitators to structure ancl adapt the group process to best suit the
needs, and increase the relevance of the topics covered, to the individual participants and

their families. The infonnation and fèedback forms complemented each other

and

provided a more in-depth profile of each family with the aim that this would result in

a

more comprehensive and solution-focused experience for the participants.

Finally, at the end of the final session, each participant was presented with

a

Diploma, acknowleclging that they had successfully participated in a sibling support

goup

(see Appendix

N). In addition, each parent was presented with a resource booklet

entitled Autism Spectrun Disorders: Readings and Resources. This booklet, cornpiled by
the writer, contained infonnation, websites, selected readings as well as a listing of local
resources on autism spectrum disorders. The diploma and resource booklet were items

that were added to the content of the program while

it

was already under way. The

resource booklet was developed and added to the program content basecl on several
parental requests for strategies, readings, and information on autism. More importantly,

the addition

of

these two components added intended sustainability

to the overall

effectiveness of the support group. The diplorna gave each participant a personal and
tangible keepsake of their experience and success in the support group. Similarly, the
resource booklet provided to parents served as a reminder of each farnily's participation

in the support group, as an educational tool that each family could take home and use
indefìnitely outside of the support group setting, and to assist families in finding valuable
resources that can provide more long-term seryices to individuals and families
autism.

living with
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and

extension of an existing gloup model, called Sibshops. The testimonies of the parlicipants

who invested their time, thoughts and emotions into this program serve as a testament to
the positive effects of the sibling support group. ldeally, the education and experiences

gained from participating

in the program will

crystallize over time and serve as

a

founclation for irnproving the sibling and fàmily dynamics. These individuals gained
knowledge and insight about their siblings' autism; rnore importantly, they had fun and
made new friends.

All who participated

\¡/ere eager to attend and expressed interest in

returning to group sessions. These results cerlainly do not require numbers to indicate
their significance. Without discounting the influence of statistical properties, this group
can be perceived as meaningful elaboration

of an already established framework

--

Sibshops for children with special needs. By tailoring the content and implementation to
address issues specifìc

to autism, it was possible in the program to optirnize the sibling

participants' experience and make a meaningful contribution to the realm of autisrn and
sibling relationsliips.
FLúure Considerations f'or Practice ancl Res'eat'clt
Based on comûìents and recommendations indicated by children and parents who

participated

in the support group,

some adaptations should be considered

in future

irnplementation of similar prograÍns. For instance, some children commented that more

frequent rneeting times, and longer duration of meetings would be benefìcial. Also,
including participants with a naffower age range was raised as desirable, as this would
provide participants with a better chance of meeting someone their own age, with similar
interests and developrnental understanding. Also, fàcilitators woulcl have an easier time
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constructing and irnplernenting activities as they would not have to appeal to such a wide
range of age-related interests and capabilities.

With regard to parent recommendations, sorne indicated that it would have

been

desirable had the facilitators provided parents with more infon¡ation about what exactly
was to be discussed at each meeting. Furthermore, parents indicated that more extensive

de-briefing at the end of the sessions would have been beneficial to both them and their
children. With these two suggestions in mind, perhaps a final rneeting at the end of the

program involving each farnily, including the parents, and all siblings, including both
those who participated and those who did not, should be an added component of the
program. This f,inal meeting would provide everyone an opportunity to ref'lect on the
effects of the program as well as create a broader sense of closure to their experience in
the supporl group.

Some considerations for future research and implernentation of similar support
groups for siblings of children with autisrn include investigating at wliat age each sibling

with autism was diagnosecl with the disorder and what effects this may have had on the
degree

of awareness and education regarding autism. Personality diffèrences nray

also

contribute to how effectively each farnily member, including the child with autism, copes

with the demands of living with this condition. While this support group included both
sibling and parent evaluations of the program, objective and quantitative information is
lacking. While

it

was beyond the scope of this study, furlher investigation into these

issues, as well as birth order. developmental level, age, gender and farnily clynamics is

warranted. Inclusion

of

cornparison groups, such as

a control group and additional

infonnation on previous studies on specific sibling support groups would also be helpfui.
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Finally, incorporating a follow-up questionnaire to be administered at a time after the
Sibshop has finished would be desirable as a way to follow-up on the sustainability of the
program effects.
Personal Experience and Perspective

I have had the privilege of working with individuals with autism for several years.

I was first introduced this unique population when I started working for local

agencies,

and have since gained experience through further employment and personal endeavours

with friends whom have had children or relatives with autism. During this time through
both formal and infonnal education and trial and error experiences, I have gained a true
appreciation for the nature of the disorder, and have learned how to effectively nìanage

the symptoms and incorporate the strengths of autism in treatment. More irnporlant, I
have established new and lasting relationships with individuals who live with autism.

These experiences have enhanced rny interest
encouraged me

in

autism spectrum disorders,

and

to fufther explore the ramifications this disorder has on the affected

individuals as well as those who interact with them, especially family members.
Conclusion

There are a number of different feelings that may be expedenced by siblings

of

children with autism. These children need opportunities to share their feelings, emotions,
and experiences so that they are able to cope with their siblings' condition while at the

same time preserving and enjoying their childhood.

A structured setting such as a

Sibshop can act as an outlet fòr these children to be themselves, without the pressure to
achieve or the fear of being judged. Siblings need to acquire infonnation relevant to what
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they and their sibling arc experiencing. This is a key component in the process of
conducting a successful sibling supporl group.

Although a group program for school-age siblings

of children with specific

disabilities may be drawn from models such as the Sibshop (Meyer, 1994), this study

futher suggests that in addition to parents, professionals such as school psychologists,
counselors, social workers, and teachers can contribute to meeting the needs of siblings

by developing local programs to

address the participants' interest and needs. Such

programs may be developed based on school-age children's preferences for components

such as type of programs, activities, and methods that are specified in this and other
sirnilar studies (e.g., Dyson, 1998).
Parents and professionals know that siblings who have sisters or brothers with
autism have special concerns. Growing up with a condition as pervasive as autism in the

family is often stressful and unfair, as siblings of these children are often required to
make sacrifices and assume responsibilities most other children do not. But this
expedence can also be a soulce of power and inspiration. Often,

it is the siblings

who

help teach and reinforce the much-needed behaviour and social skills for their autistic
brothers and sisters.

It is also irnportant to realize that the lessons learned

rnutually exclusive--it's not just a matter of what the 'normal' sibling teaches

are not

the child

with autism, but also what the child with autism teaches the 'normal' sibling. Though
many siblings

of children u,ith autism do at times feel left out, embarrassed,

or

humiliated, lnany of these same children grow up to becorne caring and compassionate
adults.
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recognized and

acknowledge their special feelings and

with a whirlwind of feelings and emotions" (Meyer &

Vadasy, 1994, p.2). While some of these may be unique to the individual,
important to realize that many

it is also

of these feelings are just a regular part of the sibling

experience. It is natural to have a love-hate relationship between siblings. Building on the

enduring nature of sibling relationships, Sibshops present an opportunity for siblings to
confront their natural feelings in proactive, positive, and fun ways. While some siblings
actually rnay need additional services (i.e., counselling), they all need opportunities to
express fèelings and concems. They need opportunities

to leam from others and

to

appreciate that their experiences are not so unusual, that they are not alone, and that it is
possìble that they can share a corìmon thread
same way they do. This is the power

group explored here.

with other brothers and sisters who feel the

of Sibshops and the essence of the sibling supporl
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Table2
Things Liked Most About Having a Sibline with ASD

Going to interesting places

Seeing sibling leam

Helping and Playing with sibling

Spending time as a family

Other

Nothing

"We get to go places with other families"
"You get to go cool places"
"Seeing him leam"

"She's fun because I play with her"
"Knowing you can help out with something"

"We get to spend more time as a family"
"Get to go places with other families"

"Good at computer" ; "They're cute";
"Knowing they are still your family and that they
still love you even though they aren't just like
you"
"There is no best thing"

Siblinss

Autism

Table 3
Thines Liked Least About Having a Sibling with ASD

Loss of privileges/freedom

"It's you can't watch T.V."
"Missing out on things"
"Having to take turns"

Atypical sibling relationship

"Not being able to do stuff that you
usually do with your brother or sister"
"The confusion and stress in the house"

Negative behaviour

"Her always snapping on tle"
"Being mearì"
"When my brother hits me - I always
get confused about that pafi"
"His behaviour"
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Table 4
Child Ratings of Support Group

Category

Mean

Mode

Range

J

+

1-5

3.7

5

l-5

Meeting Tirne
Length of Program
Number & ages of kids
Activities

an
J-l

5

1-5

/1 '7
a.t

5

Leaders

4.7

5

4-5
4-5

Infonnation about ASD
Helped with feelings about brother/sister
Helped rvith feelings towards other fàmily members
Helped me learn about rnyself
Qlerall quality of program

J.J
A1
a-L

5

l-5

5

1-5

+

A

+

3-5

5

1-5

5

2-5

a

J
A'
a.L
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Siblinss
Table 5
The Part of the Sibling Prosram Liked Most

Snacktime

Activities

Games

Crafts
The people
Meeting with other kids
Got to meet new people

Friends

Playing
Playtime

Playtime

Listening;
Learned I'm not the only
one that feels a celtain
way about their sibling

Leamins/Discussions

Everything

Everything

No response

Total responses

l2+

* Each child may indicate more than one

answer.

Autism
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Table 6
Parent Ratings of Support Group

Category
Meeting tirne
Length of program
Group composition
Activities/Content
Communication & contact with leaders
Impact on your child's knowledge of ASD
Impact on your child's feelings towards brother or sister
Impact on child's feelings towards other family members
Impact on your child's self-image
Impact on your concerns regarding your child
Impact on your awareness of your child's needs
Overall quality of program

Mean

Mode

Range

A

4.3

I

4.7
4.4

I

A'7
a.t

5

5
A

4.5

5

+.¿

T
^

3,8
3.6
3.8
4.3

+

4.0
4.5

4

Ì-,

a

J
J
5
5

4-5
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TableT
Summary of Child Goals and Correspondine Outcome Ratings and Descriptions

o

To understand sibling better

.

To play better with sibling

Not to fight

as much

with sibling

To understand siblinss' situation
better
To be able to act 'nicer' towards
affected siblins

I understand my sister a lot better
ô

We get along better

I
J

We don't fight as much now

L

I know her situation now
I don't get angry as easy

Siblines
Table 8
ummarv of P

.

ls and Co

For child to give more
personal space to autistic
brother
That son gain greater
awareness of PDD

That child begin to
understand own power, age,
size, and ability in relation to
autistic brother
For son to include autistic
brother more

For child to meet other
siblings who share similar
experiences
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tcome Ratinss and

Child is now more aware of brothers
behaviour; Is more patient w/ him during
play

More play skills w/ sibling

For child to be more sensitive
towards autistic brother

Autism

-1

'Normal' child still needs to work on
being more sensitive towards autistic
brother
Child is learning to give autistic brother
more space
Son is now naming disorder ; Used word

'autisrn' for first time when discussins
brother w/ füends

Son is more effectively dealing w/ chaos

in home

Has stafied to back off and help autistic
brother or let him do what he needs to showing more awareness

Child has met other kids who share
similar experience

For child to have better
understanding of auti srn

Son is more tolerant and understanding of
his autistic brother; Is more patient & now
recognizes that brother has special needs

That child will have better
understanding of autism and
talk w/ autistic brother

Child seeûìs more comfortable with
autistic brother; actually takes time to talk
to him - assumes his brother is listening
now

That child would be able to
tell friends about autism

Used word

'autisn'with friends

Siblines

e

For child to get along &
interact better with autistic
sibling

For child to learn more about
autism at her level of
understanding

Autism
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There is better communication between
sisters, They argue iess

Child is now working harder to find
interests & activities to do with autistic
sister; Child has improved knowledge
about autism & had important questions
answered

For child to realize that there
are other brothers and sisters
w/ affected siblings - that
their life is similar to hers
That child has own personal
space where autistic brother
cannot dictate things
For child to deal with
siblings' physically
aggressive behaviour in
appropriate way

o

That daughter would have
more knowledge and
understanding of auti sti c
behaviour so that she doesn't
resent him

Child has made new friends who share
sirnilar expedences

No comment

-

satisfàctory

No comment - satisfactory

Daughter was able to gain knowledge and
understanding of her brother's behaviour,
reactions and feelings; talking about these
issues indirectly through games and
activities made it fun and comfortable.
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ibling.S upport Program
Reslstratlon Form

Date:

Attending child's name:
Date of birth:

Age:

Gender:

School:

Grade:

Does this child receive any special services (e.g., counselling, speech-language therapy, special
education?

Parent(s)/Guardian(s) name(s)

:

Home Address:
Home Telephone:
Name of brot her or sister with Autism Snectrum Disorde r:
Date of birth:

Age:

Gender:

School:
Nature of disability:

What kind of related special education services (e.g., speech, occupational therapy, counselling)
does the child with Autism Spectrum Disorder receive?

Other siblinss:
Name

Date of Birth

Age

Gender

Siblinss Autism
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What are the reasons for enrolling your child in the sibling support program?

Do you have any concerns about enrolling your child in the support program?

Does your child have any food allergies or restrictions?

Please provide any other information that you feel
experience for your child:

will make this an enjoyable and educational

I assume all risks and hazards of the conduct of the program and release from responsibility any
person providing transportation to andfrom activities. In case of injury, I do hereby waive all
claims of legal actions, financial or otherwise, against Autism Society Manitoba, their elected
and appointed fficials and employees, the organizers, sponsors, supervisors or any volunteer
connected with the program. In absence of signature, payment of fees and participation in the
program shall constitute acceptance ofthe conditions setforth in the release.

Signature of Parent or

Guardian

Date

Please return this form and the registration fee (a check for $25 made out to Autism Society Manitoba) and
mail to:

The Sibling Support Program
c/o Autism Society Manitoba
825 Sherbrook Street

Winnipeg, MB

R3A 1M5
Source: Adapted from D.J. Meyer & P.F. Vadasy, Sibshops: Workshops for Children with Special Needs
(Baltimore: Paul H. Brookes, 1994).
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Parent Consent Form

Siblings of Children with Autism: Addressing Issues Using a Sibshop Model
This consent form, a çopy of which will be left with you for your records and re.ference, is only
part of the piocess of informed consent.lt should gíveiou ihe basic idea of whät the propram is
about and what you and your child's participation wili involve. If you woild like moie dámit
about somerhing menrioned here, or informàtion not included hàrè. vou should feel free to ask.
Please take thelime to read this carefully and to understand any accompanyinþ infbrmation.

Dear Parent(s):
Hello, my name is Stephen Andrew, and I am a graduate student in School
Psychology at University of Manitoba. I have had the privilege of working with children
with autism and their families for several years. During this time I have gained a true
appreciation for the nature of this disorder and have established new and lasting
relationships with individuals who live with autism. These experiences have enhanced
my interest in autism and encouraged me to further explore the ramifications this disorder
has on the affected children and their families. For these reasons, I have decided to
implement a support program for helping brothers and sisters of siblings with autism. The
evaluation of this program will constitute my thesis research.

In addition to myself, two volunteers, Harris and Jocelyn Teskey, will be
facilitating the workshop and assisting in my research. These individuals have been
working with children with autism for several years; They also have a foster son who has
autism.

The Sibling Support Program is an exciting new support, information, and
recreation opportunity just for brothers and sisters of children with autism. Besides peer
support, the program will provide brothers and sisters with an opportunity to talk about
the good and not-so-good parts of having a sibling with autism. The support program is
based on the principles of Sibshops, a support group model developed for brothers and
sisters of siblings with special needs. Sibshops are a lively mixture of new games,
discussion, and recreational activities that emphasize the child's perspective on what it's
like to have a sibling with special needs.

By participating in the Sibling Support Program I hope to evaluate the
effectiveness of the Sibshop at addressing the needs of brothers and sisters who have
siblings with autism. I plan to achieve the following goals: (a) To provide brothers and
sisters of children with autism an opportunity to meet other siblings in a relaxed,
recreational setting, (b) provide brothers and sisters with opportunities to discuss
common joys and concerns with other siblings of children who have autism, (c) provide
brothers and sisters the opportunity to learn how others handle situations commonly
experienced by siblings of children with autism, (d) provide siblings with an opportunity
to learn more about the implications of their brothers' and sisters' special needs and how
to effectively deal with them, and (e) provide you, as parents, with opportunities to learn
more about the concerns and opportunities frequently experienced by the brothers and
sisters of children with autism
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Child Consent Form
Siblings of Children with Autism: Addressing Issues Using a Sibshop Model
This consent form, a copy of which will be left with you, is only part of the process of informed
consent. It should give youihe basic idea of what tlíe proeram is abofu anã what vou.¡tt be
doing in the progràm. .if ypu would like mõre detail aboul something mentioned Iíere, or
inJormation not included here, you should feel free to ask your Darents or mvself. Please take the
time to read this carefully and io understahd what will be-happ'ening in the þroþram.

Hello, my name is Stephen Andrew, and I am a graduate student in School
Psychology at University of Manitoba. I have worked with children with autism and their
families for several years. In order to help children and families living with autism I have
decided to run a support program for brothers and sisters of siblings with autism. The
evaluation of the program will be my thesis research.
In addition to myself, two volunteers, Harris and Jocelyn Tesky, will be helping
with the workshop and assisting in my research. These individuals have been working
with children with autism for several years; They also have a foster son who has autism.
The Sibling Support Program is an exciting new support, information, and
recreation opportunity just for brothers and sisters of children with autism. Besides
helping you meet new friends, the program will provide you with a chance to talk about
the good and not-so-good parts of having a brother or sister with autism. The support
program is based on something called Sibshops, a support group model developed for
kids who have brothers or sisters with special needs. Sibshops are a lively mixture of new
games, discussion, and fun activities that help children like you to understand what it's
like to have a brother or sister with special needs.

By participating in the Sibling Support Program I hope to look at how well the
Sibshop can help kids who have brothers or sisters with autism. I hope to: (a) provide you
with a chance to meet other kids in a relaxed, fun setting, (b) provide you with chances to
discuss common joys and concerns with other children who have brothers or sisters with
autism, (d) provide you with the chance to learn more about autism and to better
understand your brother or sister, and (e) to help you and your parents learn more about
how other brothers and sisters of children with autism feel.
Th_e Program, sponsored by Autism Society of Manitoba, will be held every
Saturday from 10 a.m. until 12 p.m. and will run for ten straight weeks. At the stari and
end of the program, you and your parents will be asked to fill out a brief form asking for
information about your experiences with autism, and your own thoughts on what you
liked and didn't like about the program.

Each week, the program will offer information and group discussion activities as
well as games, outings and cooking activities. We will be doing things like going to the
park, baking cookies, playing sports and games. Also, each child will be given their own
workbook in which they can keep any written activities and thoughts. During the
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program, the adult helpers (facilitators) in the program will be writing down what we do
every week so we can remember what activities we do and how well they work.

Any personal information you talk about or write down will only be seen by the
adult helpers in the program, and will be kept private. There will be no risks involved, so
you don't have to worry about getting hurt while in the program. After the program has
ended, the facilitators will phone your parents and mail you a letter to let you know how
the program went and if it will be running again.

If any of the adult helpers have information that might lead us to believe the
children in the program are being harmed in any way, the helpers will let your parents or
an agency know about it.
Your sig_nature on this form shows that you have understood the information about being in the
researlh project and rigree to come. You are free to withdraw frorä the program at any iime, and
you
-in do not have to answer any questions thai you may feel uncomformüle ñ¡th. If you-wish to be
the proTram without beini a^part of the reiearch i,iu are free ío do so at anviime - Yott can do
this by telling the facilitatorl or yourþarents what ybu deciile. You should feel'free to ask
questions abbut anything during youí üme at the píogram.
Stephen Andrew - Ph:

Harris & Jocelyn Teskey

-

This research has been approved by the Faculty of Education/Nursing Research Ethics Board
and my thesis_advisor, Dr. Riva BaVtell, at Uniieisity of Manitoba. Ifyou have any concerns or
complaints about this project you may tell your parenti so they can-contact any oi the abovenamed persons or the'Human'Ethics Secreîariaî at 474-7122.-A copy of this coníentform has
been given to you to keepfor yourself.

I hope you will think about being apart of this exciting opportunity for you and
your family. Thank you for your time and attention.

Parlicipant' s signature

Date

Researcher's signature

Date
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Sibling Support Group - Timeline
September 28

Facts About Autism
Types ofASD

-

October 5

Hearing about ASD for first time
Questions I Might Have

What Causes Autism
How Am I DifferenlSimilar?

3 Areas of Deficit:

-

Information Forms
Name Tags
Tour Room
My Favourite Things

Scavenser Hunt

Communication
Play
Interaction

Puzzhng Behaviours:

-

Autism Puzzle Worksheet

October 19

Investigative Reports
Thousht Tree

Aunt Blabbv

October 26

Halloween Party

Games/Costumes

Sensory Issues in ASD:

Pictionary
Movie

November 2

-

Sensory Gang Worksheet
Sensory Processes Simulation
Walking in Someone Else's Shoes

November 9

Problem Solver Worksheet

Feelins Wheel

November 16

Rewards and ASD

Free-Play

November 23

My Parents

Twister
Trivia for Treats

-

I Wish I Could Tell My Parents..
What My Parents Need To Know

November 30

Photo Feelings

Candy Bingo
Twinkie Christmas

December 7

Photo Feelings Wrap-Up

Feedback Forms

Stockinss
Christmas Crafts
Certificates
ASD Resource
Booklet
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Session I
Theme: Introduction & Facts About ASD

Objectives:

1.

2.
3.
4.

To provide an opportunity for the children to begin to become acquainted with one
another and the facilitators.
To develop beginning levels of trust amongst participants
To provide an opportunity for participants to tell their "story" (i.e., number of
siblings, experience with autism, where they live, etc.)
To determine participants' individual understanding of autism and the nature of their
relationship with their autistic brother or sister

Acti vities/Exerci

ses

:

As an introductory activity the facilitators had each participant sit down at the same table
and construct name-tags out of different colours of construction paper and markers.
Facilitators then had each participant introduce themselves and explain why they thought
they were at the program..

Following this introduction, the facilitators explained to the participants the purpose of
the support group and overview of what they would be doing together over the following
ten weeks.
Facilitators then led all participants on a tour of the facility.

Next, the children were presented their first workbook activity. The facilitators had
participants take turns reading the Facts About Autism section of the workbook. This
included information on their role as an 'expert' on their brother or sisters' autism as well
as the different types of Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD). The participants were then
asked to provide answers to questions (a) How did you first hear about your brother or
sister being on the autism spectrum? And (b) Who did you tell first?. Nexr, participanrs
were encouraged to write down possible questions they might have regarding ASD such
as: What does it mean?; Are there other people like my brother/sister?; Why do people
have it?; Can I catch it?; Is there a cure?. Group discussion was encouraged here in order
to clarify answers to these questions.
Next, the facilitators and participants read through the main facts about autism (i.e.,
communication, thinking, learning, behaviour, perceptions) as well as theories regarding
the possible causes of autism and what we Do know about the disorder.

Following group discussion around the above issues, participants completed an activity in
which they were asked to make a list of four differences between them and their sibling
with ASD, as well as four similarities they shared in common with their sibling with
ASD. This activity served to demonstrate to the participants that although they were
different from their sibling that they may stìll share similar interests.

Siblings Autism
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Play time/ Snack

At the end of the session, the participants filled out a piece of paper asking them to list
'My Favourite Things' (i.e., colour, movie, animal, T.V. show, hobby). Sitting in a circle,
the participants proceeded to place their answers in a hat. Next, each participant pulled a
paper from the hat, read the answers, and attempted to guess who the appropriate 'writer'
was. This activity was chosen in order to increase the level of comfort between the
participants and to help them to get to know each other better.
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Session II
Theme: Characteristics of Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD)

Objectives:

1. Continue to build group cohesion
2. Educate participants' and promote discussion on more specific characteristics of

3.

autism (i.e., areas of impairment)
Provide participants' with an opportunity to realize that other kids have the same
experiences and have brothers or sisters who also show puzzling behaviour.

ActivitiesÆxercises:
The purpose of the second session was to build upon the information covered the week
before. Thus, given that the basic facts about ASD were covered the previous week, this
session's focus was on more specific characteristics of autism. These included the three
main areas of difficulty seen in ASD: Communication, social interaction, and play.

Facilitators had participants take turns reading through the pages in the workbook
addressing these areas of difficulty. As they read each topic, participants were asked to
reflect on whether they had experienced or witnessed these deficits in their sibling.
Specifically, participants were asked to indicate the ways their sibling played (i.e.,
together, side-by-side, board games, sports, pretend games, reading, singing/music) and
communicated (talks, sings, grunts, points, moves eyes, pictures) with them. Following
this discussion, facilitators provided a list of possible strategies the children could use in
order to improve play and interaction between them and their sibling with ASD.
Scavenger Hunt; snack

Following a scavenger hunt which served to allow the participants to have some fun and
interact together as a team, facilitators presented the group with another workbook
activity.
The next workbook activity addressed the puzzling behaviours that children with ASD
may exhibit. For example, they may speak and act differently which may make it hard to
talk to play with and understand their brother or sister. Participants were asked to write
down the ways that their sibling speaks and acts differently from them, their family, and
friends. The possible puzzling behaviours indicated included: sensitivity to sound, light,
or touch,; does not like change or breaks in routine; odd body movements; difficulty
speaking or pronouncing words; does not play with others; does not respond; screams and
tantrums; breaks things; bites/kicks/trits; repeats same activity again and again; talks or
laughs by him/herself.
Each of these puzzling behaviours and their possible meaning or function was
then discussed among the group. This provided an opportunity for participants to realize
that other kids have the same experiences and have brothers or sisters who also show
puzzling behaviour.
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III

Theme: What It's Like To Live With A Sibling With ASD
Objectives:

1.

2.
3.

Build upon topic of previous session
To educate and promote discussion from participants' on their experiences and
thoughts about having a sibling who has some or all of these characteristics seen in
ASD, and how it effects their perception of themselves.
Promote sense of accomplishment and pride - allow participants to be 'experts' on
autism.

ActivitiesÆxercises:
The first workbook activity presented by facilitators in this session involved reading
comments made by other siblings who had brothers or sisters with ASD. Next,
participants were asked to write or draw about anything that they were or had been
successful at - anything that made them feel proud of themselves. These thoughts about
personal success were then placed on a 'Thought Tree' diagram which, when completed,
illustrated the many reasons the participants should be proud of themselves. The rationale
behind these activities was to acknowledge the successes of the participants and to make
them realize that they ARE great brothers and sisters who have many reasons to be proud
of themselves despite the fact that they may be feeling resentment, guilt, or neglect due to
having a sibling with ASD.
Snack; Free play
The final activity of this session was called 'Dear Aunt Blabby'. During this activity, the
facilitators wrote down common problems and scenarios encountered by 'anonymous'
siblings of children with autism. These siblings sent the letters to Dear Aunt Blabby - an
advice columnist, for answers. The letters were read and the participants, who are
'experts' on the subject of being a siblings of a person with special needs, assumed the
role of advice columnist and provided the letter writer with advice, drawing from their
own experiences. The facilitators, while they accepted each participants solution to the
problem, encouraged the children to brainstorm as a group and reinforced suggestions
and strategies that were especially useful. Some examples of the letters include:
"The kids on the bus make fun of my brother. I think they are mean, but I'm afraid if I
don't go along with them, they won't be my friends. I feel sad and mad at the same time.
Am I normal? What should I do?"
Signed, Confused

"My autistic sister needs a lot of help from my mom and dad. I know they don't mean it,
but I feel ignored. How can I tell my parents without hurting anyone's feelings? I miss my
parents.
Sincerely, The Invisible Man
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Session fV
Theme: Halloween Party

Objectives:

1. Celebrate Halloween
2. Provide participants with an opportunity to engage in two hours of fun and games as a break from focusing on their sibling and autism

ActivitiesÆxercises:
Session 4 fell on the week of Halloween, and based on requests from the participants, the
entire session consisted of Halloween festivities including costumes, games, crafts, and

food.
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Session V
Theme: ASD & Sensory Issues

Objectives:

1.

2.

Introduce the participants to more specific aspects of their siblings ASD that they
may be unaware of or misunderstand.
Educate participants and promote discussion on the sensory system and how it relates
to autism

ActivitiesÆxercises:
Sensory issues are often a significant area of concern with individuals who have ASD.
Therefore, it was decided that this would be a significant topic to address with the

participants.

Introduction to the topic was established by having the participants take turns reading the
Sensory Gang Worksheet. This worksheet discussed such topics as (a) our different
senses, (b) locations and functions of the sensory systems, and (c) sensory awareness.
Participants were then asked to indicate their sensory preferences by using the Sensory
Preference Checklist (provided in workbook). They indicated their preferred modes of
taste/smell, movement, touch, looking, and listening.

Next, the participants completed the Sensory Engine activity. Facilitators explained that
just like a car uses fuel to run it's engine, we use our senses to help us feel awake, alert,
and attentive. When we are excited, annoyed, or frustrated our engine might be running
high, whereas when we are bored our engine might be running low. Facilitators explained
that you can 'fuel up' or change your engine speed and how alert you feel in five ways: 1)
Put something in your mouth, 2) Move, 3) Touch, 4) Look, and 5) Listen Participants
were then required to think and write down what one thing they could do that would help
their engine run Just right'.

Now that the participants had a general idea about their senses, facilitators proceeded to
explain that people with ASD can have oversensitive or undersensitive senses. It was
explained that certain types of touch, light, sound, taste, smell, or movement may bother
or be painful to their siblings with ASD. Facilitators then engaged group in discussion
about what possible sensory issues each participant had noticed in their affected sibling
and how that may affect their interactions or behaviours. (Most common senses noted:
sound, touch, light, taste)
Snack; Game (Pictionary)
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Sensor)¡ Processes Simulation Exercise:
This was an interactive exercise conducted by the facilitators with the purpose of having
the participants feel as though they were'Walking in their siblings shoes'.

Participant wears a scratchy rope around neck (simulates sensitivity to touch: e.g., tag on
shirt); A mitten on their non-dominant hand (simulates fine-motor coordination and
tactile deficits);. The participant was then asked to attempt to spell a variety of words on
a printed reading list with their non-dominant hand while the other children made a lot of
noise (simulates auditory sensitivities) and a facilitator flicked fluorescent lights on and
off repeatedly (simulates visual sensitivities). Discussion of what this experience was like
for the children followed.
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Session VI
Theme: Problem-Solvins and Feelinqs

Objectives:

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

To recognize a variety of feelings in response to living with a sibling who has autism
To encourage acceptance and sharing offeelings
To recognizethatfeelings of sadness, loneliness, neglect, anger, guilt, fear, and
confusion are a normal part of living with a sibling who has an impairment
To identify participants' problems and concerns with living with sibling who has
autism
To promote discussion of ideas and strategies on how to manage these problems

ActivitiesÆxercises:

Until now, previous sessions, while touching lightly on problem-solving, have focused
mainly on educating participants about different aspects of Autism Spectrum Disorders
well as the reactions and thoughts that go with having a sibling who has ASD.

as

Therefore, the purpose of session 6 was to place more direct emphasis on problemsolving. Facilitators guided participants through worksheet activity entitled 'Problem Solver'. Participants were asked to list one or more difficulties they were facing, in
general, and then in relation to their having a sibling with ASD. Next, they were to
indicate how they would like the situation to be. Then, they were to think about what they
could do to make this possible. Finally, participants were to think and discuss now they
could feel better even if they couldn't change the situation.

This exercise allowed the participants to break their problems into easier to manage steps
while forcing them to realize that there usually is a solution to the problems they face.
The entire experience provoked good conversation and brainstorming among the group.
Snack; Free play
Feeling Wheel
The 'feeling wheel' activity involved a large game board with a spinner in the middle.
Drawn in a circle around the board were different feelings (Worried, embarrassed, happy,
sad, confused, proud, excited, helpful, scared). Each participant took turns spinning the
affow. Then, based on the feeling they landed on, they were asked to explain (a) a time
when they felt that way, and why and then (b) a time when they felt that way about
having a brother or sister with ASD, and why.
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Session VII
Theme: Rewards and Rewarding Behaviours

Obiectives:

1.

2.
3.
4.

To introduce concept of rewarding behaviour
To allow participants to identify positive aspects and behaviours in their brother or
sister
To identify behaviours that participants would like to see more of in brother/sister
with ASD
To promote discussion about ways participants could reward sibling in an effort to
help them learn these desirable behaviours

ActivitiesÆxercises:
Previous sessions, while mentioning the value of having a 'special' brother or sister, have
also mentioned a lot of characteristics of Autism Spectrum Disorders that may be
perceived as negative to the participants. Therefore, the purpose of this session was to
introduce and define the concept of rewards and rewarding behaviours with the goal of
allowing the kids to identify positive behaviours in their brother or sister and beins able
to reward these behaviours.

Facilitators read a worksheet entitled 'Rewarding Good Things' which explained and
defined the nature of and different types of rewards. Participants were then asked to write
down all of the different rewards that they would like, and what the best reward they
could possibly receive would be.
The facilitators then read the worksheet entitled 'Rewards and ASD' which explained
how individuals with ASD often learn better with rewards, and that anyone can give these
rewards, including the participants.
Participants were then instructed to fill in the worksheet asking them to list the (a) the
behaviours they would like to see more of in their brother or sister with ASD, and (b) the
ways they could reward their brother or sister to help him/her learn these behaviours.
The remainder of the session was devoted to free play as a reward for the participants
participation.
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VIII

Theme: Siblings. ASD. and Parents
Objectives:

1.

2.

To Emphasize participants' feelings and perspective on having a brother or sister with
ASD
To promote discussion on how participants could communicate these feelings and
concerns to their parents

ActivitiesÆxercises:
Parents are an important part of the equation when

it comes to sibling interactions, yet

either children do not know how, or feel guilty or nervous mentioning their concerns
about having a sibling with ASD to their parents.

First the facilitators had the participants complete two worksheets:

1) 'I Wish I Could Tell My Parents That. . ': Participants

checked off what feelings
parents
and/or concerns they would like to express to their
.

2) 'What My Parents Need To Know About Me': This allowed

participants to tell their
parents personal details about themselves (likes, dislikes, thoughts, feelings, etc.) that
these children feel may often be overlooked or forgotten as so much emphasis is
continually being placed on their brother or sister with ASD.

The children really seemed to react positively to these activities - each child related to
several of the issues/concerns listed on the worksheets. Some participants revealed valid
concerns regarding having a sibling with autism.. some examples include:

I wish .. "my brother was gone"
I wish.. "I could give my brother anything he wants and take him anywhere he wants"
I dislike.. "my brother's crying"
I feel.. "strange"
I feel.. "frustrated when I have to give things up to help my brother"

Snack; Games

The final half of the session involved having the participants play games: Twister and
Trivia for treats (trivia was based on everything the kids had learned so far on Autism
Spectrum Disorders)
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Session D(

Theme: Expression of EmotionsÆeelings
Objectives:

1.

2.

3.
4.

Encourage expression of emotions and feelings
Educate and promote discussion on the physiology of experiencing a particular
emotion/feeling (i.e., how body and facial expression change)
Relate these concepts to those difficulties faced by participants' autistic siblings
Engage in fun and games in anticipation of the Holidays

ActivitiesÆxercises:
Facilitators presented participants with a worksheet entitled 'Photo Feelings': This
activity required participants to think of times when they experienced a particular feeling.
They were asked to remember how their body felt, what they heard, and what they saw.
Participants were required to do this for three specific feelings which were most
meaningful to them. Some of the choices included: happy, sad, confused, frustrated,
angry, uncomfortable, scared, worried, and silly.
Next, after participants chose their three feelings, they were required to make the facial
expressions which most accurately reflected each feeling, after which the facilitators took
a digital picture of the participants making their expression.
Participants were informed that the next week they were going to be required to label
their photos with the correct feeling word.
The rationale behind this activity was to make each participant more aware of how they
react (how their physiology changes) and what they look like when they experience
specific emotions/feelings.

This experience was then related to their siblings ASD in that individuals with ASD often
have difficulty recognizing and interpreting feelings and emotions expressed by
themselves and others. This often results in inappropriate or lack of reaction to certain
situations.
Snack; Games
The remainder of the session involved playing games and crafts such as 'Candy Bingo',
and creatins 'Twinkie Christmas Stockinss'
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Session X
Theme: Conclusion and Acknowledgement

Objectives:

1.

To follow-up on previous session's 'photo feelings' activity

6.
1.
8.

the group
To acknowledge each participants' successful participation in the support group
To provide information and resources on ASD to the families
To bring closure to the group

2. To celebrate Holiday season
3. To allow the children to say goodbye to each other
4. To provide feedback for the facilitators about how the children experienced the group
5. To provide feedback for the facilitators about how the parents experienced effects of

ActivitiesÆxercises:
Facilitators presented each participant with the photos taken of their expressions the
previous week. Each participant was then required to label the photos with the correct
feeling word.
Again, this was explained in relation to Autism Spectrum Disorders.
Given that this session was conducted just prior to the Christmas holidays, the facilitators
and participants created some Christmas crafts and made special holiday snacks

At the end of the session, each participant was presented with official certificates
acknowledging their successful participation in the sibling support group and their
'graduation'.
The participants exchanged phone numbers with each other so that they had option of
staying in contact

As the parents arrived to pick up their children, each parent and child were administered
the feedback forms (the younger children were invited to express their opinions verbally
while the facilitators recorded them)
Finally, parents were presented with the resource booklet on Autism Spectrum Disorders
and were given contact information in case they wished to get a hold of the facilitators in
the future.
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Bloom's Taxonom)¡

A committee of colleges, led by Benjamin Bloom, identified three domains of
educational activities referred to as Bloom's Taxonomy (Bloom, 1956). The three
domains are cognitive, affective, and psychomotor. Domains can be thought of as
categories. Cognitive is for mental skills, affective is for growth in feelings or emotional
areas, while psychomotor is for manual or physical skills. Physical skills are of relatively
little relevance for the purposes of the support group here, therefore, the focus will be on
the cognitive and affective domains. The Bloom taxonomy of learning behaviours can be
thought of as the goals of the training process. That is, after the training session, the
learner should have acquired these new skills, knowledge, or attitudes.
The cognitive domain involves knowledge and the development of intellectual
skills (Bloom, 1956). This includes the recall or recognition of specific facts, procedural
patterns, and concepts that serve in the development of intellectual abilities and skills.
There are six major categories organized in a hierarchical order of cognitive processes,
starting from the simplest behaviour, or cognitive level, to the most complex (see
diagram below): Knowledge (i.e., recall of information; learning facts about autism),
comprehension (i.e., interpreting what autism means and how it can affect a person),
application (i.e., applying what is learned in group to real-life settings such as home and
school), analysis (i.e., discriminating between facts and inferences; differentiating
between yours and others situations), synthesis (i.e., integrating facts learned in group to
solving problems), and evaluation (i.e., making judgements about which solution or
strategy is most effective and why). The categories can be thought of as degrees of
complexity or difficulty. That is, the first level must be mastered before the next one can
take place.

Synthesis

Analysis

Application

Values
Organization

Valuing
Responding to Phenomen
Receivine Phenomena

The second domain is affective. and includes the manner in which we deal with
things emotionally, such as feelings, values, appreciation, enthusiasms, motivations,
attitudes and the organization of one's life. The five major categories listed in a
hierarchical order are (see diagram above): Receiving phenomena (i.e., awareness;
willingness to listen to others with respect), responding to phenomena (i.e., active
participation on the part of the learners; participating in discussions; questioning new
concepts and ideals), valuing (i.e., the worth a person attaches to a particular object,
phenomenon, or behaviour; being sensitive towards individual and cultural differences),
organization (i.e., organizing values into priorities by contrasting different values,
resolving conflicts between them, and creating an unique value system), internalizing
values (i.e., has a value system that controls their behavior). Just as with the cognitive
domain, the first category of the affective domain must be mastered before the next one
can take place.
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Early Childhood
Understandins Autism

o

Autism is understood in terms

Sibling's Perspective

of

isolated behaviours that are specific,
observable and concrete (i.e.,
understanding is based on what the
sibling sees rather than on logic)

o

Believes "illness" or disability can be
almost magically transmitted

o

The sibling has not yet devised logical
strategies to relate observations and
does not yet have the capacity to reason
or understand on an abstract level what
"autism" means or what the related
implications may be

o

o

Will notice differences between self
and brother or sister but expects
typical sibling interactions and

relationships

.

.
.

o

Focus on concrete strategies and simple
explanations that are specific, factual,
and concrete (e.g., if the child is scared
by tantrum behaviours, remove him/her o
from the immediate area and provide
reassurance and comfort; explain that
brother Billy waves his hands because
he is excited)
.

May be fearful of unpredictable
behaviours (e.g., fearful for own
safety, fear possessions will be taken
or destroyed)
May take on caregiver or teacher role

May believe something is wrong with
them since they feel they receive less
parental/adult attention; may attempt
to become the ..perfect" child
The sibling is unable to articulate
his/trer feelings and may do so using
behaviour

May regress or mimic his/trer brother
or sister,s behaviours in order to sain
the same attention
May develop jealousy and resentment
toward parent for giving more
attention to brother or sister. leadins to
feelings of rejection
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Middle Childhood
Understanding of Autism

o

Autism is understood in terms of
physical events; the concept of
"contamination" results in the sibling
understanding of "illness" or disorder

Sibling's Perspective

.

as being transmitted through physical

May worry that their brother or sister's
"illness" or disorder is contagious or
can be "caught"; may believe that their
"bad" behaviour or thoughts resulted
in their brother or sister's "illness" or

contact

disorder

The sibling is developing the ability to
draw meaningful connections between
current and past experiences and
consider the connection between
multiple symptoms, behaviours and/or
events; develops understanding that the
disorder is enduring

.

May feel guilt for having negative
feelings toward brother or sister; May
feel "survivor's guilt"

.

May feel hurt or take brother or
sister's behaviours personally

o
However, understanding may be based
on mistaken assumptions and "magical
thinking" (e.g., the sibling might
believe that Billy's autism came from
getting sick, because once he heard the
disorder described as an illness)
The sibling is not yet able to consider
"possibilities" or implications of his
brother or sister's disorder (e.g., parents
may assume the sibling understands
that the family can not attend the
parade due to the brother or sister's
inability to sit or attend, but the sibling
may not yet have the cognitive abilities
to relate the two)

o

The sibling is able to understand
concrete definitions of their brother or
sister's disorder and explanations of
related needs described in familiar
terms they understand; understands and
becomes a "storehouse" of "facts"

Develops awareness of parents as
"flawed" and may be critical of their
efforts in addressing both their and
their brother or sister's special needs

Is becomin g aware of differences
among people in the "outside" world;
may develop feelings of isolation and
embarrassment or shame

May attempt to take on parental
responsibilities and become
overprotective of brother or sister
leading to conflicts with peers
Continues to demonstrate own
needs through behaviour
(e.g., demonstrating non-compliance,
being overly well-behaved)
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Adolescence/Youns Adulthood
Understanding of Autism

Sibling's Perspective

Autism is understood in terms of
"physiology"; the sibling has developed
an abstract concept of "illness" or
disorder and views this in terms of
malfunctioning body part or system

May worry that brother or sister's

The sibling can reason logically about
past and future events and uses
knowledge rather than perceptions to
reason
The sibling can evaluate the impact of
their brother or sister's disorder on
situations that have not yet occurred
Understands and desires more detailed
information and explanations regarding
their brother or sister's specific
disorder

disorder is hereditary
Wants to conform to peer group; may
be embarrassed by brother or sister
Feels conflicted between desire for
independence and for maintaining
their special relationship
May resent the degree of
responsibility taken or imposed on
them; may feel anger toward parents,
professionals, brother or sister and self
Begins to worry about theirs and their
brother or sister's future, even to the
point of "what if...", and questions
their possible role in their brother or
sister's future
Has concern regarding how others will
treat and accept their brother or sister
(e.g., social groups, dating, marriage)
May sacrifice own lives, dreams and
goals to fulfill family responsibilities
May grieve the loss or absence of
independence and the development of
relationships (e.9., typical sibling
relationships, friendships)
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Parent Information Form
Date:
Name of Parent(s):
Name of Child(ren)
Please take some time to answer each of the following questions about your child's enrollment in the

Sibling Support Program. Thank you for your time and attention.

1.

Where does your family live (i.e., within/outside city; area of city; municipality; town)?

2.

Why did you choose to enroll your child in this particular program? Why at this particular time?

3.

Have you ever enrolled your children in a similar support group?

If

Yes_ No_

so, which program?

What did you like/dislike about the program?

4.

What do you hope to gain for yourselves and your children by participating in this program?

5.

What specific things would like your child(ren) to learn by participating in this program?

6.

Have you had the opportunity to educate your child about his/her sibling's autism? If so, how have you
done this? (i.e., books, videos, discussions, etc.)

7.

A¡e there adequate autism resources (i.e., literature, support groups, agencies, etc.) in your area?

Yes_No_

Please explain:

Siblinss
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Do you feel your children have an adequate understanding of autism?

Does your child(ren) express concerns regarding his/her siblings autism?
the most common concerns?

If so, what would you say are

10. Listatleastthreeareasofpriority/concernthatyouhaveconcerningyourchild(ren)livingwitha
sibling who has autism (i.e., poor communication skills, difficulty playing together, misinterpreration
of behaviour, tantrums, etc.). What goals would you like to accomplish or what changes would you
like to see in these areas?
1.

Goal/Desired change?

2.

Goal/Desired change?

Goal/Desired change?

Thank you for taking the time to complete this form. The information you provided will help us make you
and your child's experience in the program meaningful, supportive and fun.
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Child Information Form

Date:_
Name of Child:

Please take some time to answer each of the following questions about your participation in the Sibling

Support Program.

1.

Why do you think your parents enrolled you in this program?

2.

Did you want to come here? If so, why
why not?

-

what do you think you'll like most about the program? If not,

3.

Have you ever participated in a support group similar to this one?

4.

How many brothers and/or sisters do you have? Brothers_ Sisters_
How many of them have autism spectrum disorder?
Which disorder(s) do they

If

so, which program was it?

have?

5.

Do you have a general idea of what autism is?Yes_
please describe what autism is the best you can:

No_

Ifso,

6.

Is there more you wish you knew about your brother or sister's autism?'What more would you like to
learn about it ?

Please explain:

1.

What's the hardest part about having a brother or sister with autism?

8.

What's the best part about having a brother or sister with autism?

Siblings
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List one to three areas of priority/concern that you have concerning your brother or sister's autism (i.e.,

difficulty playing together, trouble talking to him or her, acting-out behaviour, etc.). What goals would
you like to accomplish or what changes would you like to see in these areas?
1.

Goal/Desired Change?

2.

Goal/Desired change?

3.

Goal/Desired Chanse?

Thank you for being so helpful! The information you provided here will help us make
sure that you have the best possible experience parliciþating in the program.
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Observation Protocol
Background Information
Observer

Date of Observation

Number of Facilitators
Number of Participants

Duration of Observation:
Session #

Section One: Context Background and Activities
This section provides a briefoverview ofthe session being observed.

I. Session Context
In a few sentences, describe the session you observed/facilitated. Include: (a) whether the observation
covered a partial or complete session, (be) whether there were multiple break-out sessions, and (c) where
this session fits in the project's sequence of supporldevelopment for the children in attendance.

II.

Session Focus

Indicate the major intended purpose(s) of this session based on the information provided by the program
facilitators.

III. SupporlDevelopment Activities

(Check øll activities observed and describe, øs relevant)
A. Indicate the major instructional resource(s) used in this faculty development session.

_
_
_
_
_

Print materials
Hands-on materials

Outdoor resources
Technology/audio-visual resources
Other instructional resources (Please specify.)

B. Indicate the major weyß) in which participant activities were structured.

_
_
_
_

As a whole group
As small groups
As pairs
As individuals

C. Indicate the major qctivities of presenters and participants in this session. (Check circle to indicøte
applicability.)
_ Presentations by facilitator: (describe focus)

_

Presentations by participants: (describe focus)

Siblings

_

Hands-on/investigative activities: (describe)

_

Probf em-solving activities: (describe)

_

Reading/reflection/written communication: ( describe)

_

Explored behavioural strategies/techniques: (describe focus)

_Assessed participants' knowledge and/or skills:

_

(

desc
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ribe app roach)

Other activities: (Please specify)

D. Comments
Please provide any additional information you consider necessary to capture the activities or context ofthis
support /development session. Include comments on any feature of the session that is so salient that you
need to get it "on the table" right away to help explain your ratings.

Section Two: Ratings
In Section One of this form, you documented what occurred in the session. In this section, you are asked to
use that information, as well as any other pertinent observations, to rate each of a number of kev indicators
from I (not at all) to 5 (to a great extent) in five difference categories by circling rhe appropriatá response.
Note that any one session is not likely to provide evidence for every single indicator; Uie t, "Not at all,,,when
you have considerabÌe evidence ofinsensitivity or inequitable behavior; 3, when there are no examples either way;
and
5, "To a great extent," when there is considerable evidence ofproactive efforts to achieve equity. use 6, "Don't

know" when there is not enough evidence for you to make a judgment. Use 7, "N/4" (Not Applicable)
when you consider the indicator inappropriate given the purpose and context of the session. Similarly, there
may be entire rating categories that are not applicable to a particular session. Note that you may list any

additional indicators you consider important in capturing the essence ofthis session and rate these as well.
Use your "Ratings of Key Indicators" (Part A) to inform your "Synthesis Ratings" (Part B) and indicate in
"Supporting Evidence for Synthesis Ratings" (Part C) what factors were most influential in determining
your synthesis ratings. Section Two concludes with ratings of the likely impact of faculty developmeniand
a capsule description of the session.
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I. Design
A. Ratings of Key Indicators

1. The strategies

in this session were

Uf,

appropriateforaccomplishingthepurposes

|

2

3

4

5

6

-7

|

2

3

4

5

6

j

of the support program
2. The session effectively built on

participants'knowledgeofcontent,teaching,
learning, and/or the change process
3. The design

ofthe

session encouraged a

1234561

collaborative approach to learning
4. The design ofthe session provided

2

3

4

5

6

j

2

3

4

5

6

j

1

2

3

4

5

6

j

I

Z

3

4

5

6

j

opportunitiesforsiblingstoconsider |

applications of resources, strategies, and
techniques
5. The design ofthe session appropriately

balancedattentiontomultiplegoals |
6. Adequate time and structure were

providedforreflection

7. Adequate time and structure were

providedforparticipantstoshare
experiences and insights

B.

Ra
2

Design of the session was
not at all reflective of best

practice for
supporldevelopment
C. Supporting Evidence for Synthesis Rating

J

4

5

Design of the session extremely
reflective of best practice for
supporldevelopment
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II. Implementation
A. Ratings of Key Indicators

l. The session effectively incorporated instructional
strategies that were appropriate for the purposes of the

Autism
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I

Z

3

4

5

6

j

identifyingperceptionsandmisconceptions) |

Z

3

4

5

6

j

3. The pace of the session was appropriate for the
purposes ofthe supporldevelopment and the needs
child learners

I

Z

3

4

5

6

j

expertiseenhancedthequalityofrhesession |

2

3

4

5

6

j

5.Other

Z

3

4

5

6

j

supporldevelopmentsessionandtheneedsofchild
lea¡ners
2. The session effectively modeled questioning
strategies that are likely to enhance the development
conceptual understanding (e.9., emphasis on higherorder questions; increasing awareness re: autism,;
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of

of

4. The presenter(s)' background, experience, and/or

I

B. Svnthesis Ra
I

2

Implementation of the session
not at all reflective ofbest
practice for

supporldevelopment
C. Supporting Evidence for Synthesis Rating

J

4

5

Implementation of the session extremely
reflective of best practice for support/
development
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III. Disciplinary Content
_Not applicable. (Disciplinary content not included in the session.)

reË

A. Ratings of Key IndÍcators

l. Disciplinary content was appropriate for the
purposes of the faculty development session and the

backgroundsoftheparticipants

|

2

3

4

5

6

1

(e.g.,inhis/herdialoguewithparticipants) |

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

|

2

3

4

5

6

1

sessionandtheneedsofchildlearners

|

2

3

4

5

6

'7

8. Other:

12345

2. The content was sound and appropriately presented/

explored123456l

3. Facilitator displayed an understanding ofconcepts

4. Content area was portrayed by a dynamic body
knowledge continually enriched by conjecture,

of

investigation,analysis,andproof/justification |
5. Depth and breadth of attention to disciplinary
content was appropriate for the purposes of the session

andtheneedsofchildlearners

7. Degree ofclosure or resolution ofconceptual
understanding was appropriate for the purposes of the

B.

I

2

J

Disciplinary content of the
session not at all reflective
of best practice for faculty
development

C. Supporting Evidence for Synthesis Rating
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A

f

Disciplinary content of the session
extremely reflective of best practice for
facultv development
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IV. CultureÆquity
A. Ratings of Key Indicators

1.

Autism

Active participation of all was encouraged and

valued123456i

2. There was a climate of respect for participants'

experiences,ideas,andcontributions

1

3. Interactions reflected collaborative working
relationships among participants

t234',567

4.Interactionsreflectedcollaborativeworking 1

2

3

4

5

6

j

2

3

4

5

6

l

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

5
5
5

6
6
6

j
j
j

duringthesupporldevelopmentsession |

2

3

4

5

6

j

7. Participants were intellectually engaged with
important ideas relevant to the focus of the session

|

2

3

4

5

6

j

questions,conjectures,andpropositions 1

2

3

4

5

6

l

9.Investigationandrisk-takingwerevalued

1

2

3

4

5

6

j

10. Intellectual rigor, constructive criticism, and the
challenging of ideas were valued

t23456',7

I 1. Other:

12345

relationships between facilitator(s) and participants
5. The presenter'(s) language and behavior clearly
demonstrated sensitivity to variations in participants'

:

a.Experienceand/orpreparedness 1
b.Accesstoresources
|
c.Gender,racelethnicity,and/orculture |

6. Opportunities were taken to recognize and
challenge stereotypes and biases that became evident

8. Participants were encouraged to generate ideas,

B. Svnthesis
1

2

Culture of the session
interferes with engagement of
siblings as participants in a
support group
C. Supporting Evidence for Synthesis Rating

A

5

Culture of the session facilitates engagement of
siblings as participants in a support group
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V. Overall Ratings of the Session
While the impact of a single support/development session may well be limited in scope, it is important to
judge whether it is helping move participants in the desired direction. For ratings in the section below,
consider all available information (i.e., your previous ratings of design, implementation, content, and
culture/equity; related interviews, and your knowledge of the overall sibling supporldevelopment program)
as you assess likely impact of this session. Feel free to elaborate on ratings with comments in the space
provided.
Likely Impact on Participants' Capacity for learning and skill development
Consider the likely impact of this session on the faculty participants' capacity to learn and develop skills.
Circle the response that best describes your overall assessmenf of the likely ffict of this session in each of
the following areas.

Not applicable. (The session did not focus on building capacity for learning and skill development.)

-

1.

Participants' ability to identify and understand
important ideas related to characteristics and
and management of autism

2. Participants' understanding of autism as dynamic
body ofknowledge generated and enriched by

investigation

2.

Participants' understanding of how their brother
or sister with autism thinks, learns; explanations for
reactions. behaviours. etc.

3. Participants' ability to plan/implement strategies
/techniques and use materials geared to managing issues
related to siblings autism.
7. Proactiveness of participants in addressing their own
and other group members needs
8. Participants understanding of other siblings
situations/difficulties and appreciation that other
children share similar concerns

Comments (optional):

Source: Adapted from Weiss, Local Systemic Change Observation Protocol (1991).
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Parent Feedback Form

Please take some time to answer each of the following questions about your child's participation in the

Sibling Support Program.

Date:
Name of Parent(s) (optional):

Age of child attending program:

How many meetings did your child attend?(there were 10 in total):

Rate your satisfaction with the following aspects of the group on a scale from 1 to 5
to 5 = very satisfied).

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

(l

If you have no opinion or the item is not applicable, circle N.

Meetingtime
Lengthofprogram(lOweeks)
GroupComposition
Activities/Content

12345N
12345N
12345N
12345N
leaders

2345N
Impact on your child's knowledge of Autism Spectrum Disorders t 2 3 4 5 N
Impacton yourchild's feelings towards his/her brother orsister 1 2 3 4 5 N
Impact on your child's feelings towards other family members I 2 3 4 5 N
Communication and contact with program

Impactonyourchild'sself-image
Impact on your concerns regarding your child
Impactonyourawarenessofyourchild'sneeds
Overallqualityofprogram

1

12345N
I 2345N
I 2345N
12345N

Comments on above items (please note item number):

Has your child talked about what has happened during the

If

= very dissatisfied

so, what has he/she

discussed?

Has your child seemed to enjoy the program? Yes
Comments:

No

program?

Yes

No

Siblings
Was there any particular activity that your child

enjoyed? Yes
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No

Explain:

V/hat do you think your child has learned from the program? How has she/he benefited so far? Have you
seen any changes in your child's behaviour in other settings (i.e., home)?
Please

Explain:

Goal Attainment:

A. Please restate the initial goals/desired changes that you indicated in the form given to you at the
beginning of the program (if you don't recall - just try to remember the best you can):

J.

B. Below is a scale rating goal attainment from "not at all" to "very much". The rating of 0 indicates that
the goal was attained satisfactorily. Circle the appropriate number for each goal.

Not at all ------- Goal attained Very much
Goal I

Goal2
Goal3
Other

C.

Please indicate what,

-3-2-r0123
-3-2-r0123
-3-2-10123
-3-2-10123
if any, part of the program helped in achieving

these goals or what kind

of

improvements you've seen, if any (i.e, better communication b/w family members/siblings; better
understanding ofdisorder, etc.). Please be specific as possible:

Siblines

If NOT, what could we have done differently to better
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address these

concerns?

Ifyou

are unclear about the goals you originally stated or

ifthey

are no longer relevant, is there a particular

issue/area where you have noticed considerable

improvement?

Overall, are you pleased with your child's participation in the Sibling Support Program?

Yes

No

Comments:

Would you like to see something added to the program (i.e., info provided, process, etc.)?
Comments:

Would you enroll your child in another session?

Yes

No

Commentsl

Thank you for your feedback and your time. The information you have provided
will help us to offer more helpful support in the future. We hope this has been a
positive experience for you and your family!

Source: Adapted from D. J. Meyer & P. F. Vadasy, Sibshops: Workshops for Siblings of Children with
Special Needs (Baltimore: Paul H. Brookes, 1994).
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Child Feedback Form
Please take some time to answer each of the following questions about

Support Program.

Your Name (optional):

Your Age:
How many meetings did you attend?(there were 10 in total):

Vy'hat was your favourite activity, and why?

Vy'hat don't you like about

our meetings?

Are the leaders: Heloful?

Interesting?_
Other?

How do the meetings help you think of your brother or sister?
Please Explain:

Do you talk about the group with your parents?

If

so, what have you talked about?

Yes

No

your participation in the Sibling
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Rate the group on a scale from

I

to 5 (1= very bad to 5 = very good).
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If you don't know then circle N.

1 Meeting time
2. Length ofprogram
3. Number and ages of kids
4. Activities
5. Leaders
6. Information about Autism Spectrum Disorders
1. Helped with feelings about my brother or sister
8. Helped with feelings towards other family members
9. Helped me learn about myself
10. Overall quality of the program

12345N
r2345N
12345N
12345N
12345N
12345N
12345N
r2345N
12345N
r2345N

Comments on above items (please note item
number):

How can we make the meetinss better?

Did you learn anything new while at this program? If so, what?

Is there something you want to know that we could learn in future meetinss?

Is there something you would like to talk more about with the other kids? If so, what?

Would you come to another group?

Yes

No

Do you think kids whose brothers or sisters have Autism Spectrum Disorders would like to come to a group

like

this? Yes

whv?

No

Siblings
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Goal Attainment:

A.

At the beginning of the program you filled out a form asking if you wanted to see certain changes in
your brother or sister or in your relationship with him or her (GOALS) (i.e., play better together;
understand them better. etc).

Please list them below

I

(if you don't recall - just try to remember the best you can):

2.

a

B.

Rate whether you have seen changes in these areas - from "not at all" to "very much". The rating

means that the

of

0

change was satisfactory or OK. Circle the appropriate number for each goal.
Not at all ------- Goal attained Very much

Goal

1

Goal2
Goal3
Other

-3-2-10123
-3-2-10123
-3-2-10123
-3-2-10123

Did any of these wishes come true for you; Did you see a positive change or difference? If so, what?

How did our program help you with
this?

If NOT, why? How could we have helped
better?

If you could

use ONE WORD to describe this sibling support group, what would

it

be?

Thank you for participating in our program and sharing your experiences with us!
We hope you mâde some new friends and had fun. The information you provided
here will make the next time even better for more kids just like you!

Source: Adapted from D. J. Meyer & P. F. Vadasy, Sibshops: Workshops for Siblings of Children with
Special Needs (Baltimore: Paul H. Brookes, 1994).
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Obsenational Notes
Session L Participants, while initially shy during this first meeting, took to the
crafts quickly and soon became more comfortable. This comfort level appeared to
increase as the session continued. In addition to establishing connections between the
children, a priority in this session was to increase participants awareness regarding autism
spectrum disorders. The Facts About Autism activity resulted in important questions
being explored and answered. For example, participants wondered what causes autism,
and therefore the facilitators discussed some causal theories of autism. Some wondered if
they could 'catch' their siblings autism, it they somehow caused their siblings condition,
and whether there was a cure. All of these questions were discussed extensively among
the group. The younger children (b/w 8-11yrs) appeared much more uncertain about the
implications of their siblings condition. These children were more concerned with issues
of contagion, and whether or not their sibling would 'get better'. Older children (1214yrs) had a more complete picture of their siblings disorder, and posed questions such as
whether they would have increased risk of having children with autism due to fact that
their sibling has the condition. All of the participants were very compatible and got along
well, with the exception of one adolescent male participant who indicated that his parents
forced him to attend the group. During initial activities a facilitator allowed this
adolescent to 'break-off' from the group and do something he desired (with facilitator).
Session 11. This session's focus was on more specific characteristics of autism.
These included the three main areas of difficulty seen in ASD: Communication, social
interaction, and play. Participants of all ages seemed eager to read the workbook
exercises, with the exception of one young girl (11yrs) who, while she enjoyed the group,
was quite shy. After reading through the areas of difficulty often seen in autism,
participants were asked to reflect on whether they had witnessed these deficits in their
siblings. Participants indicated that playing with their brother or sister with autism had
always been a challenge. One 9 year-old boy indicated that his brother would hit and
scratch him anytime they would play together; he understandably expressed a sense of
frustration and confusion about this, since all his friends seemed to get along well with
their brothers. This desire for a 'normal' relationship with their sibling was a common
concern among the participants.

The Scavenger Hunt that followed this activity was one of the most enjoyable and highenergy times for the participants. Not only did they have loads of fun finding the items on
the list, but they enjoyed interacting with the other kids and coming together as a team.
This game achieved its purpose of encouraging collaboration of ideas, forming the start
of cohesive friendships, and placing a value on teamwork.

Following the scavenger hunt, facilitators presented the group with another workbook
activity addressing the puzzling behaviours that children with ASD may exhibit. The
possible puzzling behaviours indicated included: does not like change or breaks in
routine; odd body movements; difficulty speaking or pronouncing words; does not play
with others; does not respond; screams and tantrums; breaks things; biteslkicks/hits;
repeats same activity again and again; talks or laughs by himÆrerself. Participants were
asked to write down the ways that their sibling speaks and acts differently from them,
their family, and friends. Each of these puzzling behaviours and their possible meaning or
function was then discussed among the group. The most common behaviour concerns
revolved around destructive antics, tantrums, and lack of verbalization. Some participants
were reluctant to talk about their siblinss 'odd' behaviours. This seemed to be due to
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participants concern about revealing their personal experience and 'abnormal' life to the
group. This was accepted and respected by facilitators. Some participants opted to write
their answers in their workbooks, with the knowledge that whatever they placed in it
would be strictly confidential. The purpose of this session wasn't necessarily to get the
kids to 'spill their guts' and reveal secrets, but rather to provide an opportunity for
participants to realize that other kids have the same experiences that they do. Based on
responses of participants, this was accomplished, or at least brought to the forefront for
the participants.

Session III. During this session, the first workbook activity presented by
facilitators involved reading comments made by other siblings who had brothers or sisters
with ASD and then to indicate which comments they could relate to. For example, one 8
year-old boy indicated that his brother acted kind of 'strange' as a result of his autism. An
i I year-old boy commented that his life was different From kids who have a normal
brother, because most of his families schedule revolved around his brother. A 13 year-old
girl commented that even though her sister has autism she still loves her a lot.

During the role-playing activity, Aunt Blabby, the children were given the opportunity to
be 'experts' on the subject of living with a sibling with autism. While this activity was
effective in reaching the participants, it became evident that it was more aptly suited to
the older participants, as the younger children did not seem to have as much ability to
provide reflection and insight. However, the older children who did react positively to
this activity found the exercise very useful. The most thought-provoking letter was one
regarding being treated unfairly by parents in favour of their sibling with autism - as if
their sibling 'gets away with' a lot more and is rarely punished for it.
Session IV. This session fell on Halloween week. Participants came to the session
in costume, and facilitators prepared various games to celebrate Halloween. The session
fulfilled its purpose of allowing the kids to have pure fun, without having to focus on
anything autism-related. While the energy level of the participants was high, facilitators
encouraged a rambunctious time in an effort to stress that the participants had every right
to 'let loose' and still be kids.

Session V. Sensory issues are often a significant aÍea of concern with individuals
who have ASD. Therefore, it was decided that this would be a significant topic to address
with the participants. Participants completed the Sensory Gang Worksheet. Once the
participants had a general idea about their senses, facilitators proceeded to explain that
people with ASD can have oversensitive or undersensitive senses. It was explained that
certain types of touch, light, sound, taste, smell, or movement may bother or be painful to
their siblings with ASD. Facilitators then engaged group in discussion about what
possible sensory issues each participant had noticed in their affected sibling and how that
may affect their interactions or behaviours. The most common sensory sensitivities were
to sound, touch, taste, and light. Next, facilitators had children participate in the Sensory
Processes Simulation Exercise. Participants of all ages responded well to this activity,
and indicated that it helped them better understand how their sibling feels sometimes, and
why they may overreact or act oddly in response to certain stimuli/situations.
Session VI. the purpose of this session was to place more direct emphasis on
problem-solving. Facilitators guided participants through worksheet activity entitled
'Problem-Solver'. Participants were asked to list one or more difficulties they were
facing, in general, and then in relation to their having a sibling with ASD. Next, they
were to indicate how they would like the situation to be. Then, they were to think about
what they could do to make this possible. Finally, participants were to think and discuss
how they could feel better even if they couldn't change the situation. An example of one
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of the participants

answers was that he could not stand his autistic brothers constant
crying. He indicated that he would like his brother to stop crying so much. As a possible
solution, he suggested perhaps asking his mom if he could remove himself from the room
when his brother started to cry. If this was not an option, he suggested that perhaps he
could speak to his brother in a calm, soft voice until he calmed down. The process of
being guided through this problem-solving scenario, with assistance by both facilitators
and fellow participants, appeared to provide this participant with a sense of relief and
understanding that the situation with his brother was not always as hopeless as it seemed.

During the Feeling Wheel activity, participants were provided the opportunity to explore
the various feelings they have had in response to their own life as well as their affected
sibling(s). The hands-on and simple nature of this activity seemed to put the participants
at ease about exploring their feelings. It gave the participants validation that it is okay to
sometimes experience negative feelings towards their sibling, while at the same time
reminding the participants that there are times when they do feel positive about having a
special brother or sister.
Session VII. The purpose of this session was to introduce and define the concept

of rewards and rewarding behaviours - with the goal of allowing the kids to identify

positive behaviours in their brother or sister and being able to reward these behaviours.
Ëxamples of participant's response to listing behaviouñ they would like to see more of in
there brother or sister, was a better attitude, to accept playing wìth them more often
without acting out, and to be able to have a conversation with or seek advice from their
sibling.

Session VIII. Parents are an important part of the equation when it comes to
sibling interactions, yet either children do not know how, or feel guilty or nervous
mentioning their concerns about having a sibling with ASD to their parents.

The children really seemed to react positively to these activities - each child related to
several of the issues/concerns listed on the worksheets. Some participants revealed valid
concerns regarding having a sibling with autism.. some examples include:

I wish ... "my brother was gone"
I wish... "I could give my brother anything he wants and take him anywhere
I dislike... "my brother's crying"
I feel... "strange"
I feel... "frustrated when I have to give things up to help my brother"

he wants"

These responses demonstrate the wide range of feelings participants had about their
siblings. While some participants indicated that they would like to be able to be more
involved and helpful to their sibling, others indicated honest concerns and negative
experiences related to having a sibling with autism.
Session IX. The rationale behind the 'Photo Feelings' activity was to make each
participant more aware of how they react (how their physiology changes) and what they
look like when they experience specific emotions/feelings. This experience was then
related to their siblings ASD in that individuals with ASD often have difficulty
recognizing and interpreting feelings and emotions expressed by themselves and others.
This often results in inappropriate or lack of reaction to certain situations. While some
participants were initially camera-shy, each one of them eventually warmed-up and had
fun with the activity. Furthermore, such an interactive exercise allowed them to relate the
experience of what it may be like living with ASD, and having difficulty interpreting
others' expressions and intentions.
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Session X. Given that this session was conducted just prior to the Christmas
holidays, the facilitators and participants created some Christmas crafts and made special
holiday snacks. Presenting each participant with official certificates served the purpose of
acknowledging their successful participation in the sibling support group and their
'graduation'. Participants were visibly pleased about receiving this tangible keepsake of
their experience in the sibling support group. Facilitators provided participants the
opportunity to exchange phone numbers and/or addresses so that they may remain in
contact after the sibling group had ended. Every participant excitedly and willingly did
this which supported the fact that meaningful, and hopefully lasting, friendships were
formed as a result of this support group.

As the parents arrived to pick up their children, each parent and child were administered
the feedback forms (the younger children were invited to express their opinions verbally
while the facilitators recorded them). Facilitators assisted those children who needed help
completing them, while parents took the forms home to complete, as many of them werè
preoccupied with attending to their other children.
Finally, parents were presented with the resource booklet on Autism Spectrum Disorders
and were given contact information in case they wished to get a hold of the facilitators in
the future.

Parents expressed gratitude for receiving this resource, as well as all the support and
respite provided by the sibling support group. All of the families expressed an indicated
that they would return to the group if it was ever offered again.
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